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ABSTRACT 

With an evolving financial landscape and increasing demands for transparency and 

accountability, it becomes imperative to understand the impact of risk-based auditing 

on the quality of financial reporting, especially in specialized sectors like oil marketing. 

The Kenyan context, with its dynamic oil marketing industry, provides a unique setting 

to explore this relationship. The study sought to assess the influence of risk-based 

auditing on the financial reporting quality of oil marketing firms in Kenya. Specifically, 

it aimed to understand how various components of risk-based auditing, namely risk 

identification, risk assessment, risk mitigation, and audit planning, relate to the quality 

of financial reporting. The study also considered the potential controlling effects of firm 

size and financial leverage on this relationship. A mixed-method approach was adopted, 

combining primary data sourced from structured questionnaires administered to heads 

of internal audit in 125 licensed oil marketing firms in Kenya and secondary data 

extracted from these firms' annual financial statements from 2018 to 2022. The study 

employed descriptive statistics to outline general trends and regression analysis to 

pinpoint the relationships between the independent variables (components of risk-based 

auditing, firm size, and financial leverage) and the dependent variable (financial 

reporting quality). Regression analysis unveiled that risk identification, risk assessment, 

risk mitigation, and audit planning significantly predict the quality of financial 

reporting. Specifically, audit planning exhibited the strongest positive relationship with 

financial reporting quality (β=0.746, p<0.001), followed by risk mitigation (β=0.323, 

p<0.001), risk identification (β=0.295, p<0.001), and risk assessment (β=0.217, 

p=0.004). On the other hand, firm size and financial leverage did not emerge as 

significant predictors in the model. The study conclusively highlighted the pivotal role 

of risk-based auditing in enhancing the quality of financial reporting among oil 

marketing firms in Kenya. While all components of risk-based auditing exhibited 

significant positive relationships with financial reporting quality, audit planning stood 

out as the most influential. Given the demonstrated significance of risk-based auditing 

components, regulatory bodies are advised to emphasize the adoption of these practices 

in their guidelines and standards. Oil marketing firms should invest in continuous 

training for their internal audit teams, focusing on the latest methodologies and tools in 

risk-based auditing. Additionally, fostering a risk-aware corporate culture and periodic 

reviews of audit processes are recommended to ensure that firms remain adaptive and 

responsive to the evolving risk landscape. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

The hypothesized relationship between risk-based auditing and the financial reporting 

quality of a firm is expected to be positive (Khaddafi, Heikal & Falahuddin, 2022). 

Risk-based auditing is designed to identify and address risks that could impact the 

accuracy and reliability of a firm's financial statements. This approach allows auditors 

to tailor their procedures based on identified risks, ensuring more robust and 

comprehensive testing (Lois, Drogalas, Nerantzidis, Georgiou, & Gkampeta, 2021). 

Mardessi (2022) holds that by promoting transparency and stakeholder confidence, 

risk-based auditing contributes to enhancing the overall quality of financial reporting, 

although it does not eliminate all risks entirely. 

The agency theory, information economics theory, and stakeholder theory were all used 

to support this study. The anchor theory was the agency theory by Jensen and Meckling 

(1976) as it holds that risk-based auditing helps mitigate agency conflicts by providing 

assurance to shareholders that management is effectively managing risks that could 

impact financial reporting. Information economics theory by Arrow (1963) emphasizes 

the importance of information quality in decision-making processes. Risk-based 

auditing aligns with stakeholder theory by Freeman (1984) by ensuring the reliability 

and transparency of financial reporting. By focusing on areas of higher risk, auditors 

demonstrate their commitment to identifying and mitigating risks that could impact 

stakeholders' interests.  

The oil marketing industry involves complex operations, including procurement 

procedures under OTS, storage, transportation, and distribution of petroleum products. 

These operations encompass various financial transactions, inventory management, 
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pricing mechanisms, and regulatory compliance (Muazu, Tasmin & Javaid, 2021). 

Assessing the impact of risk-based tauditing ton tfinancial treporting tquality twithin tthis 

tindustry tis tcrucial, tas tthe teffectiveness tof tinternal tcontrols tand trisk tmanagement 

tpractices tcan tsignificantly tinfluence tthe taccuracy tand treliability tof tfinancial tstatements.  

1.1.1 Risk Based Auditing 

Risk-based tauditing tis tan tapproach tto tauditing tthat tfocuses ton tidentifying and assessing 

risks within an organization's processes, operations, and financial reporting. It is 

designed to help auditors prioritize their efforts by concentrating on areas that are most 

likely to pose significant risks to the organization (Eulerich, Georgi & Schmidt, 2020). 

Risk-based auditing is a methodology that integrates risk assessment into the entire 

audit process. It involves understanding the business environment, identifying 

significant risks, and developing appropriate audit strategies and procedures to address 

those risks (Bhaskar, 2020). This approach acknowledges that not all areas of an 

organization or financial statements carry the same level of risk (Sutisman, Ermawati, 

Mariani, & Putra, 2021). 

Risk-based auditing is of paramount importance as it enhances the effectiveness and 

efficiency of the audit process, ensuring that audit resources are allocated to areas with 

the highest risks (Sani & Abubakar, 2021). This approach provides a systematic and 

proactive framework for evaluating and addressing risks, leading to more reliable and 

accurate financial reporting. Additionally, risk-based auditing helps organizations 

improve their risk management practices, strengthen internal controls, and enhance 

stakeholder confidence in the integrity and transparency of financial information (Jia, 

Li, & Munro, 2019).  
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Previous researchers have operationalized risk-based auditing by utilizing various 

approaches and methodologies. One common operationalization involves the use of 

risk assessment tools and techniques to identify, evaluate, and prioritize risks within an 

organization. Researchers have also incorporated risk indicators and control 

assessments to measure the effectiveness of internal controls in managing identified 

risks (Eutsler, 2020). The current study operationalized risk based auditing in regards 

to risk identification, risk assessment and prioritization, risk mitigation and control 

activities, and audit planning and execution as used before by Anugraheni, Setiawati 

and Trisnawati (2022). 

1.1.2 Financial Reporting Quality 

Financial treporting tquality trefers tto tthe taccuracy, tcompleteness, ttransparency, tand 

treliability tof ta tcompany's tfinancial tstatements t(Chulkov t& tWang, t2023). It reflects the 

degree to which financial information provided by a company fairly represents its 

financial position, performance, and cash flows (Alsuhaibani, Houmes & Wang, 2023). 

Another definition of financial treporting tquality tis tthe tdegree tto twhich tfinancial 

tinformation tpresented tin ta tcompany's tfinancial tstatements tis trelevant, treliable, tand 

tunderstandable tto tits tstakeholders t(Alruwaili, tAhmed t& tJoshi, t2023). 

High-quality financial reporting provides stakeholders with accurate and relevant 

information that can inform their investment decisions and help them understand a 

company's financial health and future prospects. Conversely, low-quality financial 

reporting can mislead stakeholders, leading to poor decision-making and financial 

losses (Hung,Binh, Hung, Ha, Ha, & Van, 2023). To ensure high-quality financial 

reporting, companies must maintain effective internal controls over financial reporting, 

adhere to accounting standards and regulations, and provide clear and transparent 
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financial statements that are easy to understand (Rahman, Chen, Al-Faryan, Ahmad, 

Hussain & Saud, 2023). 

Financial treporting tquality tis toften tmeasured tby tthe textent tto twhich ta tcompany's 

tfinancial tstatements tcomply twith taccounting tstandards, tsuch tas tGenerally tAccepted 

tAccounting tPrinciples t(GAAP) tor tInternational tFinancial tReporting tStandards t(IFRS) 

(Raimo, Rubino, Esposito & Vitolla, 2023). Another common approach is to measure 

accruals quality, which assesses the extent to which a company's earnings are based on 

accounting estimates (accruals) rather than on actual cash flows (Kinyenze & Ondabu, 

2023). The current study measured financial reporting quality using 2014 IFRS/IAS 

disclosure checklist where organizations scored 1 for disclosure and 0 for non-

disclosure of an item in the checklist. 

1.1.3 Risk Based Auditing and Financial Reporting Quality 

Risk-based auditing is expected to enhance financial reporting quality through 

improved risk identification (Sahaib, 2023). By utilizing risk assessment methodologies 

and tools, auditors can identify areas of higher risk within an organization's financial 

reporting process. This enables auditors to focus their efforts on those areas that are 

most susceptible to errors, fraud, or misstatements. Through a thorough risk 

identification process, auditors can uncover potential risks and vulnerabilities, leading 

to more accurate and reliable financial reporting (Al-Aamri, Al-musallami, Ahmed & 

Qazi, 2021). 

Risk-based auditing is anticipated to contribute to higher financial reporting quality by 

promoting effective risk mitigation practices. Once risks are identified, auditors can 

assess the existing internal control systems and evaluate their effectiveness in 

mitigating the identified risks (Lois, Drogalas, Nerantzidis, Georgiou, & Gkampeta, 
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2021). This assessment allows auditors to provide recommendations for improving 

internal controls, addressing control deficiencies, and reducing the likelihood of errors 

or misstatements in financial reporting (Dombrovskaya, 2021). 

Risk-based auditing provides assurance to stakeholders, reinforcing the credibility of 

financial reporting. By focusing on areas of higher risk and conducting rigorous audit 

procedures, risk-based auditing provides a higher level of assurance regarding the 

accuracy and reliability of financial statements (Madawaki, Ahmi &Ahmad, 2022). 

Stakeholders, including investors, lenders, and regulatory authorities, rely on audited 

financial statements to make informed decisions. The application of risk-based auditing 

enhances the perceived quality of financial reporting, instilling confidence and trust in 

the financial information (Bensaid, Ishak & Mustapa, 2021). 

1.1.4 Oil Marketing Firms in Kenya 

The toil tindustry tin tKenya twitnessed tsignificant tgovernment tparticipation tbefore tthe 

tindustry twas tliberalized tin t1994. tConsequently, tthe trole tof tthe tprivate tsector twas 

tminimal. tThe tNational tOil tCorporation, tincorporated tin t1981 tunder tthe tCompanies tAct 

t(Cap t486), twas tmandated tto tsupply tas tmuch tas t30% tof tthe tcrude toil trequired tin tKenya 

tand tcoordinate tactivities ttowards toil texploration ton tbehalf tof tthe tgovernment. tThe tsector 

tboasts tof t125 toil tmarketing tcompanies tcomprising tof tfive tmajor tcompanies tnamely 

tVivo tEnergy tKenya tLtd, tTotal tKenya tLtd, tRubis tEnergy tKenya tLtd, tPetro tOil tLtd, tand 

tthe tgovernment towned tNational tOil tCorporation tof tKenya. tMajor toil tmarketers thave 

tmaintained ttheir tdominant tmarket tshare tstatus teven tafter tnew tentrants thave tjoined tthe 

tindustry tthrough tmergers tand tacquisitions t(EPRA, t2023). 

The oil marketing industry in Kenya is subject to specific regulations and reporting 

requirements imposed by regulatory bodies such as the EPRA, KRA, KPC and the 
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CMA (Takase, Kipkoech, & Essandoh, 2021). Evaluating the effect of risk-based 

auditing on financial reporting quality can help determine the extent to which oil 

marketing firms comply with these regulations and whether risk-based auditing 

practices adequately address industry-specific risks. Further, oil marketing industry 

involves complex operations, including procurement, storage, transportation, and 

distribution of petroleum products. These operations encompass various financial 

transactions, inventory management, pricing mechanisms, and regulatory compliance 

(Gacu, 2021).   

The oil marketing industry, like any other sector, faces the risk of fraud and 

irregularities. Risk-based auditing can help identify areas vulnerable to fraud and assess 

the effectiveness of internal control systems in mitigating these risks (Olujobi, 2021). 

Oil marketing firms often operate in a competitive market with fluctuating oil prices, 

and their financial reporting involves considerations such as cost accounting, pricing 

mechanisms, and revenue recognition. Assessing the impact of risk-based auditing on 

financial reporting quality can shed light on how these firms address risks related to 

pricing accuracy, cost allocations, and revenue recognition, ensuring that financial 

statements accurately reflect the economic reality of their operations (Sutisman, 

Ermawati, Mariani, & Putra, 2021). 

1.2 Research Problem 

Risk-based auditing helps improve transparency and accountability within an 

organization. When stakeholders, such as investors, lenders, and regulators, see that a 

firm has adopted a risk-based approach to auditing, it provides assurance that the firm 

is actively managing and addressing risks that may affect financial reporting (Tamimi, 

2021). This, in turn, enhances stakeholders' confidence in the accuracy and reliability 
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of the financial information disclosed by the firm. Further, through risk-based auditing, 

potential issues and risks are identified and addressed in a more proactive manner 

(Yudianto, Mulyani, Fahmi & Winarningsih, 2021). 

In Kenya, the oil marketing industry's contribution to the Kenyan economy is 

multifaceted, encompassing employment generation, revenue generation for the 

government, energy supply and infrastructure development, economic growth 

facilitation, and investments in innovation. Its role extends beyond the sector itself, 

impacting various other sectors and supporting the overall socio-economic 

development of the country (Nderitu & Njuguna, 2017). The accuracy and reliability of 

financial reporting in the oil marketing sector are critical for regulatory compliance, 

investor decision-making, and stakeholder confidence. Understanding the impact of 

risk-based auditing on financial reporting quality can help inform regulators, investors, 

and other stakeholders about the effectiveness of current auditing practices and the level 

of assurance provided by such audits. 

Globally, tthere texist tempirical tstudies tin tthis tarea tbut tthey texhibit tconceptual, tcontextual 

tand tmethodological tresearch tgaps. t“Mardessi t(2022) tsought tto taddress tthe timpact tof 

taudit tquality ton tfinancial treporting tquality tproxied tby treal tearnings tmanagement. tThe 

tstudy tfound tthat taudit tquality tmoderates tthe taudit tcommittee t– treal tearnings 

tmanagement tlinks. tThe tresearch tpresents ta tcontextual tgap tas tit twas tperformed tin 

tNetherlands twhich thas ta tdifferent teconomic tand tsocial tsituation tfrom tKenya. tLe, 

tNguyen tand tNgo t(2022) tconsiders tfactors taffecting tto taudit tperformance tby trisk-based 

tapproach tas twell tas taudit tquality tin tVietnam. tRisk tbased tapproach tpositively tand 

tsignificantly taffect tthe tquality tof tindependent taudit tfirms. tThe tresearch toffers ta 

tconceptual tgap tas tit tdid tnot taddress tthe teffect tof trisk tbased tauditing ton tfinancial 
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treporting tquality. tMadawaki, tAhmi tand tAhmad t(2022) tsought tto tdemonstrate tthe 

trelationship tbetween tinternal taudit tfunctions tand tfinancial treporting tquality tand twhether 

tsuch ta trelationship tis tmoderated tby tsenior tmanagement tsupport tin tlisted tcompanies tin 

tNigerian tStock tExchange. tThe tfindings tindicate ta tpositive tand tsignificant trelationship 

tbetween tinternal taudit tqualities tof twork tperformed tand tfinancial treporting tquality. tThe 

tstudy tpresents ta tconceptual tgap tas trisk tbased tauditing twas tnot ttaken tinto taccount. 

Locally, tnumerous tstudies thave textensively tstudied tthe tinfluence tof tboard tdiversity 

tacross tfields. tFor tinstance, tJamhuri, tMwangi, tOkiro tand tWainaina t(2022) tsought tto 

testablish tthe trelationship tbetween tboard tdiversity tand tthe tfinancial treporting tquality tof 

tthe tcompanies tlisted tat tthe tNairobi tSecurities tExchange tin tKenya. tThe tstudy tfound tthat 

tfinancial treporting tquality twas tsignificantly tpredicted tby tthe taverage tage tof tdirectors, 

tboard tgender, tand tboard tindependence. tThe tresearch tpresents ta tcontextual tgap tas toil 

tmarketing tfirms twere tnot tconsidered. tMulwa tand tOpuodho t(2022) tsought tto tdetermine 

tthe tinfluence tof trisk-based taudit tpractices ton tfinancial tperformance tof tregistered tfruit 

tprocessing tfirms tin tThika tMunicipality, tKenya. tThe tstudy tfound ta tpositive trelationship 

tbetween trisk tbased taudit tpractices tand tfinancial tperformance. tThe tresearch tpresents 

tconceptual tgaps tas tfinancial treporting tquality twas tnot tconsidered. tMidecha t(2022) 

texamined tthe teffect tof tinternal tauditor’s trole ton tcorporate tfinancial tperformance tin 

tKenya. tThe tstudy tfound ta tpositive trelationship tbetween tinternal tauditor tfunctions tand 

tfinancial tperformance. tThis tresearch twas ta treview tof tliterature tand ttherefore tlacks 

tempiricism. t 

Although tthere tare tprevious tstudies tin tthis tarea, tmost tof tthe tprevious tstudies thave 

tfocused ton tthe teffect tof trisk tbased taudit ton tother taspects tsuch tas tfinancial tperformance 

tleaving ta tgap ton tfinancial treporting tquality. tThe tprevious tstudies thave talso tused tvarious 
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toperationalization tand tmethodologies tto tachieve ttheir tobjectives tand tthis tmight texplain 

tthe tdifferences tin tfindings. tDifferent tcontextual tbackgrounds tmight talso texplain tthe 

tdifferences. tThis tstudy tleveraged ton tthese tresearch tgaps tby tproviding tanswer tto tthe 

tresearch tquestion: twhat tis tthe teffect tof trisk tbased tauditing ton tfinancial treporting tquality 

tof toil tmarketing tfirms tin tKenya?  

1.3 Research Objective 

The tobjective tof tthis tstudy twas tto tdetermine tthe teffect tof trisk tbased tauditing ton tfinancial 

treporting tquality tof toil tmarketing tfirms tin tKenya 

1.4 Value of the Study 

This study can provide tvaluable tinsights tinto tthe tpotential tbenefits and challenges of risk 

based auditing adoption among oil marketing firms in Kenya. These insights may be 

used by policymakers to develop laws and rules that encourage oil marketing firms to 

implement risk based auditing responsibly and sustainably. The report also highlights 

the importance of risk based auditing in enhancing financial reporting quality.”  

For oil marketing firms in Kenya, the study can offer useful advice. The study can 

pinpoint the best risk based auditing options for various oil marketing firms and offer 

insights into the most efficient ways to deploy risk based auditing. These insights may 

be used by oil marketing firms to guide their strategic planning and investment choices 

relating tto tthe timplementation tof trisk tbased tauditing, tthereby timproving tfinancial 

treporting tquality. 

The study can add to the body of knowledge on how risk based auditing affects financial 

reporting quality in developing economies. The study can shed light on the distinct 

issues and possibilities faced by oil marketing firms in emerging economies by 

concentrating on oil marketing firms in Kenya. The study may contribute to the creation 
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of a theoretical framework for comprehending how the use of risk based auditing 

impacts financial reporting quality in emerging economies by offering insights into the 

mechanisms via which adoption of risk based auditing affects financial reporting 

quality. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This tchapter tcovers tthe ttheoretical tframework, tthe tdeterminants tof tfinancial treporting 

tquality, tempirical tliterature treview, ta tsummary tof tresearch tgaps tand ta tconceptual 

tframework. 

2.2 Theoretical Framework 

This segment examines the theories that underpin the study of risk based auditing and 

financial reporting quality. The study was anchored on agency theory and supported by 

information economics theory as well as the stakeholder theory. 

2.2.1 Agency Theory 

This ttheory twas tdeveloped tby tJensen tand tMeckling t(1976) tand tit tis tthe tanchor ttheory tfor 

tthe tcurrent tstudy. tThe ttheory tpostulates tthat tin tsituations twhere tthere tis ta tseparation 

tbetween townership tand tcontrol, tconflicts tof tinterest tarise tbetween tthe tprincipals tand 

tagents tdue tto tdivergent tgoals tand tinformation tasymmetry. tThe ttheory tsuggests tthat 

tagents tmay tact tin ttheir town tself-interest, prioritizing personal objectives over the 

interests of the principals. The principals, on the other hand, seek to align the agents' 

behavior with their own objectives and maximize the value of their investments.  

Agency theory has faced several criticisms. It is argued that the theory oversimplifies 

the complex nature of the principal-agent relationship by assuming that individuals are 

purely self-interested and rational, neglecting other factors such as trust, social norms, 

and ethical considerations (Susilo & Ria, 2022). In addition, the theory has been 

criticized for its limited scope in addressing non-financial goals and outcomes, such as 

environmental sustainability and social responsibility. The theory has also been accused 
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of offering little guidance on how to effectively address agency problems and 

implement practical solutions (Shrestha et al., 2019). 

The theory was relevant to the current study as risk-based auditing helps mitigate these 

conflicts by providing assurance to shareholders that management is effectively 

managing risks that could impact financial reporting. By focusing on areas of higher 

risk, risk-based auditing enhances the monitoring and control mechanisms, reducing 

the agency costs associated with unreliable financial reporting.  

2.2.2 Information Economics Theory 

Arrow (1963) was the pioneer of this theory. The theory postulates that the availability, 

quality, and distribution of information play a crucial role in economic decision-making 

and outcomes. The theory recognizes that information is often imperfect, asymmetrical, 

and costly to acquire and process. It focuses on how individuals and organizations 

gather, analyze, and act upon information to make informed choices. Information 

economics theory suggests that the allocation of resources and the efficiency of markets 

depend on the extent and accuracy of information available to participants.  

This theory has been critiqued as it often relies on unrealistic assumptions about 

individuals' rationality and information processing abilities, disregarding the cognitive 

limitations and bounded rationality that individuals actually possess (Sharipov, 

Krotenko & Dyakonova, 2021). Further, critics argue that the theory tends to overlook 

the social and cultural aspects that shape information sharing and decision-making, 

thereby neglecting the broader context in which economic transactions occur (Gal-Or 

& Ghose, 2019). 

Information economics theory emphasizes the importance of information quality in 

decision-making processes. Risk-based auditing plays a vital role in enhancing the 
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quality of financial information by identifying and addressing risks that could distort 

the accuracy and reliability of the reported data. By focusing on high-risk areas, auditors 

provide stakeholders with more reliable and relevant information, reducing information 

asymmetry and enabling better-informed decision-making.  

2.2.3 Stakeholder Theory 

The tstakeholder ttheory twas tdeveloped tby tFreeman t(1984). tThe ttheory tpostulates tthat 

torganizations thave a responsibility not only towards shareholders but also towards a 

broader range of stakeholders who are affected by or have an interest in the 

organization's activities. This theory suggests that organizations should consider and 

balance tthe tinterests tof tvarious tstakeholders, tincluding temployees, tcustomers, tsuppliers, 

tcommunities, tand tthe tenvironment, tin ttheir tdecision-making tand toperations. tThe ttheory 

targues tthat tby taddressing tthe tneeds tand tconcerns tof tstakeholders, torganizations tcan 

tcreate tlong-term tvalue, sustain positive relationships, and enhance overall societal 

welfare (Freeman, Phillips & Sisodia, 2020). 

The argument put up by detractors of the stakeholder theory is that lacks a clear 

framework for identifying and prioritizing stakeholders, making it difficult to determine 

which stakeholders should be given precedence in decision-making processes (Barney 

& Harrison, 2020). This can lead to ambiguity and challenges in practical 

implementation. Some argue that the theory's focus on balancing the interests of 

multiple stakeholders may result in conflicting demands and compromises that hinder 

organizational efficiency and value creation. This criticism suggests that prioritizing 

the interests of all stakeholders equally may not always lead to optimal outcomes 

(Langrafe, Barakat, Stocker & Boaventura, 2020). 
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Stakeholder ttheory tsuggests tthat torganizations thave ta tresponsibility tto tconsider tthe 

tinterests tand tneeds tof tvarious tstakeholders, tincluding tshareholders, temployees, 

tcustomers, tsuppliers, tand tthe tbroader tsociety. Risk-based auditing aligns with 

stakeholder theory by ensuring the reliability and transparency of financial reporting. 

This approach enhances stakeholder trust and confidence in the organization's financial 

reporting, leading to improved relationships and cooperation. Furthermore, risk-based 

auditing helps organizations fulfill their accountability and transparency obligations to 

stakeholders, promoting long-term sustainable performance and value creation. 

2.3 Determinants of Financial Reporting Quality 

This section covers factors that are theoretically expected to influence financial 

reporting quality of firms. The factors discussed in this section are risk based auditing, 

firm size and financial leverage.  

2.3.1 Risk Based Auditing 

Risk-based auditing is anticipated to contribute to higher financial reporting quality by 

promoting effective risk mitigation practices. Once risks are identified, auditors can 

assess the existing internal control systems and evaluate their effectiveness in 

mitigating the identified risks (Young, 2020). This assessment allows auditors to 

provide recommendations for improving internal controls, addressing control 

deficiencies, and reducing the likelihood of errors or misstatements in financial 

reporting (Eulerich, Georgi & Schmidt, 2020). 

Risk-based auditing provides assurance to stakeholders, reinforcing the credibility of 

financial reporting. By focusing on areas of higher risk and conducting rigorous audit 

procedures, risk-based auditing provides a higher level of assurance regarding the 

accuracy and reliability of financial statements (Anton & Nucu, 2020). Stakeholders, 
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including investors, lenders, and regulatory authorities, rely on audited financial 

statements to make informed decisions (Tamimi, 2021). 

2.3.2 Firm Size 

The expected relationship between firm size and financial reporting quality is generally 

positive. Larger firms tend to have more complex operations, greater levels of 

resources, and a larger stakeholder base, which can all increase the demand for high-

quality financial reporting (Andriani, Nurnajamuddin & Rosyadah, 2021). One reason 

for this is that larger firms tend to face more regulatory scrutiny and oversight, which 

can increase the pressure to produce accurate and transparent financial reports (Tan & 

Taufiik, 2022).  

However, it is important to note that this relationship is not necessarily linear or uniform 

across all firms. Some larger firms may face greater challenges in producing high-

quality financial reports due to issues such as complexity, resource constraints, or 

ineffective governance structures. Additionally, smaller firms may be able to achieve 

high levels of financial reporting quality by focusing on specific areas of expertise or 

building strong relationships with stakeholders (Adegbite, Che-Ahmad, Maduekwe & 

Uwuigbe, 2020). 

2.3.3 Financial Leverage  

The expected relationship between financial leverage and financial reporting quality is 

mixed and not straightforward. On one hand, high levels of financial leverage may 

increase the pressure on firms to produce high-quality financial reports. This is because 

debt holders may be more sensitive to changes in a firm's financial performance and 

may closely scrutinize its financial reports to assess its ability to meet its debt 
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obligations. As a result, highly leveraged firms may have a greater incentive to ensure 

that their financial reports are accurate and transparent (Li & He, 2023). 

On the other hand, high levels of financial leverage may also lead to lower financial 

reporting quality. This is because highly leveraged firms may face greater financial 

constraints and may be more likely to engage in earnings management or other forms 

of financial reporting manipulation in order to maintain access to external capital. 

Additionally, highly leveraged firms may also face greater regulatory scrutiny and 

oversight, which can increase the pressure to produce high-quality financial reports 

(Iqbal et al., 2022). 

2.4 Empirical Review 

Local tas twell tas tglobal tresearches thave tdetermined tthe tlink tbetween trisk tbased tauditing 

tand tfinancial treporting tquality, tthe tobjectives, tmethodology tand tfindings tof tthese 

tstudies tare tdiscussed.  

2.4.1 Global Studies 

Mardessi t(2022) tsought tto taddress tthe timpact tof taudit tquality ton tfinancial treporting 

tquality tproxied tby treal tearnings tmanagement. t“The tstudy tis tbased ton ta tsample 

tconsisting tof t90 tnon-financial tcompanies tthat tare tlisted tin tthe tAmsterdam tstock 

texchange tall tshare tindex tover tthe t2010–2017 tperiod. tEmpirical tfindings tdemonstrate 

tthat tcorporate tgovernance tmechanism, tmainly tindependence tmembers, tfinancial texpert 

tand taudit tcommittee tsize thas ta tstatistically tsignificant trelationship twith treal tearnings 

tmanagement. tHowever, tthe teffect tof taudit tcommittee tmeetings ton treal tearnings 

tmanagement tis tnot tsignificant. The study was limited to non-financial firms in 

Amsterdam, which may limit the generalizability of the findings.  
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Le, tNguyen tand tNgo t(2022) tconsiders tfactors taffecting tto taudit tperformance tby trisk-

based tapproach tas twell tas taudit tquality tin tVietnam. tA tdescriptive tsurvey tresearch twas 

tadopted tusing tboth tquantitative tand tqualitative tmethods. tA tpurposeful tsampling tmethod 

twas tused tto tselect tintentionally ta ttarget taudience tof t18 tqualified texperts. tRisk tbased 

tapproach tpositively tand tsignificantly taffect tthe tquality tof tindependent taudit tfirms. tThe 

tresearch toffers ta tconceptual tgap tas tit tdid tnot taddress tthe teffect tof trisk tbased tauditing ton 

tfinancial treporting tquality. 

Madawaki, tAhmi tand tAhmad t(2022) tsought tto tdemonstrate tthe trelationship tbetween 

tinternal taudit tfunctions tand tfinancial treporting tquality tand twhether tsuch ta trelationship tis 

tmoderated tby tsenior tmanagement tsupport tin tlisted tcompanies tin tNigerian tStock 

tExchange. tThis tresearch tis ta tcross-sectional tstudy, tusing tprimary tdata tin tthe tform tof ta 

tsurvey tsent tto t175 tlisted tcompanies. tThe tfindings tindicate ta tpositive tand tsignificant 

trelationship tbetween tinternal taudit tqualities tof twork tperformed tand tfinancial treporting 

tquality. tThe tstudy tpresents ta tconceptual tgap tas trisk tbased tauditing twas tnot ttaken tinto 

taccount. 

Adegbite, tChe-Ahmad, tMaduekwe t& tUwuigbe t(2020) tfocused ton tthe teffect tof tboard 

tgender tdiversity ton tfinancial treporting tquality tin tNigerian tbanks. tThe tstudy tused ta 

tsample tof t14 tNigerian tbanks tlisted ton tthe tNigerian tStock tExchange tfrom t2011 tto t2016. 

tThe tresearchers tcollected tdata ton tboard tgender tdiversity, tfinancial treporting tquality, tand 

tcontrol tvariables, tsuch tas tfirm tsize, tleverage, tand tprofitability, tfrom tthe tcompanies' 

tannual treports tand tother tpublicly tavailable tsources. tThe tstudy's tresults tshowed ta tpositive 

trelationship tbetween tboard tgender tdiversity tand tfinancial treporting tquality tin tNigerian 

tbanks. tThe tstudy thad ta tsmall tsample tsize, twhich tmay tlimit tthe tgeneralizability tof tthe 

tfindings. t 
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The tstudy tconducted tby tMoyo tand tMoyo t(2018) taimed tto tinvestigate tthe trelationship 

tbetween tboard tdiversity tand tfinancial treporting tquality tin tZimbabwean tparastatals. tThe 

tstudy tused ta tsample tof t18 tparastatals tin tZimbabwe. tThe tresults tof tthe tstudy tshowed ta 

tpositive trelationship tbetween tboard tdiversity tand tfinancial treporting tquality tin 

tZimbabwean tparastatals. tSpecifically, tthe tstudy tfound tthat tgender tdiversity thad ta 

tparticularly tstrong tpositive teffect ton tfinancial treporting tquality, twhile tthe teffect tof tage 

tdiversity twas tinsignificant. tThe tstudy twas tlimited tto tparastatals tin tZimbabwe, twhich 

tmay tlimit tthe tgeneralizability tof tthe tfindings. 

2.4.2 Local Studies 

Jamhuri, tMwangi, tOkiro tand tWainaina t(2022) texamines tthe trelationship tbetween tboard 

tdiversity tand tthe tfinancial treporting tquality tof tthe tcompanies tlisted tat tthe tNairobi 

tSecurities tExchange t(NSE) tin tKenya. tThe ttarget tpopulation tconsisted tof tthe t61 tfirms 

tthat thad tcomplete tdata tand thad tcontinually tand tactively ttraded tat tNSE tbetween tJanuary 

t2014 tand tDecember t2018. tThe tpaper tfound tthat tfinancial treporting tquality twas 

tsignificantly tpredicted tby tthe taverage tage tof tdirectors, tboard tgender, tand tboard 

tindependence tbut tinsignificantly tpredicted tby tthe tforeign tboard tmembers tand tboard 

tqualification. tThe tstudy twas tlimited tto tlisted tfirms tin tKenya, twhich tmay tlimit tthe 

tgeneralizability tof tthe tfindings. t 

Mulwa tand tOpuodho t(2022) tsought tto tdetermine tthe tinfluence tof trisk-based taudit 

tpractices ton tfinancial tperformance tof tregistered tfruit tprocessing tfirms tin tThika 

tMunicipality, tKenya. tThe tstudy tapplied ta tdescriptive tresearch tdesign. tThe ttarget 

tpopulation twas t130 tmanagement tstaff tof tregistered tfruit tprocessing tfirms tin tThika 

tmunicipality tKenya. tCensus tsurvey ttechniques twere tused tfor tthe tstudy. tBoth tprimary 

tand tsecondary tdata twere tused. tThe tstudy tfound ta tpositive trelationship tbetween trisk 
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tbased taudit tpractices tand tfinancial tperformance. tThe tresearch tpresents tconceptual tgaps 

tas tfinancial treporting tquality twas tnot tconsidered. 

Midecha t(2022) texamined tthe teffect tof tinternal tauditor’s trole ton tcorporate tfinancial 

tperformance tin tKenya. tThe tpurpose tof tthis tstudy twas tto tascertain tthe teffects tof trisk 

tassessment, tfinancial tstatement taudits, tand tinternal tauditor tevaluations tof tcontrols ton 

tfinancial tperformance. tThis tessay tbegan tby toutlining tthe tfunction tof tinternal taudit. tAn 

tempirical tstudy tof tthe tliterature tis tthen tconducted twith tregard tto tfinancial tperformance 

tand treviews tof tinternal tcontrols, tfinancial tstatements, tand trisk tmanagement. tThe tstudy 

tfound ta tpositive trelationship tbetween tinternal tauditor tfunctions tand tfinancial 

tperformance. tThis tresearch twas ta treview tof tliterature tand ttherefore tlacks tempiricism. t 

Singoei t(2022) tconducted ta tstudy tto tinvestigate tthe tmoderating teffect tof taudit tcommittee 

tactivities ton tthe trelationship tboard tgender tdiversity ton tfinancial treporting tquality tof 

tfirms tlisted tin tNairobi tSecurities tExchange. tThe tstudy temployed ta tlongitudinal tresearch 

tdesign tand talso ta tpositivism tphilosophy twas tadopted tin tthe tstudy. tA tcensus tapproach 

twas tused twhereby tall tthe tfirms tthat tremained tcontinuously tlisted tfor t7 tyears tfor tthe 

tperiod t2011-2017 tinclusive twere tstudied. tThe tfindings trevealed tthat tgender tdiversity 

thad tnegative tand tstatistically tsignificant teffect ton tfinancial treporting tquality. tThe tstudy 

tpresents ta tconceptual tgap tas tthe timpact tof trisk tbased tauditing ton tfinancial treporting 

tquality twas tnot texplored. 

Mwangi t(2018) tstudied taudit tcommittee tcharacteristics timpact ton tfinancial treporting 

tquality tin tKenya's tnon-commercial tstate tcorporations. tThe tstudy tused ta t72 tstate tnon-

commercial tcorporation’s tcensus tsample tand tused ta tdescriptive tresearch tdesign. tIn 

taddition, tdescriptive tand tinferential tanalysis tapproaches twere tused tin tthe tresearch. tThe 

tresearch's tconclusions trevealed tthat taudit tcommittee tmeetings thad ta tstatistical 
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tsubstantial tlink twith tfinancial treporting tquality. tNevertheless, tthe tprevious tresearch 

tfocused ton taudit tcommittee tcharacteristics, twhile tthe tcurrent tresearch's tscope twill tbe 

tconfined tto trisk tbased tauditing. 

2.5 Summary of the Literature Review and Research Gaps 

Based on the available literature, there are several research gaps in the  trelationship 

tbetween trisk tbased tauditing tand tfinancial treporting tquality tof toil tmarketing tfirms in 

Kenya. Conceptually, there is a need for a theoretical framework that explicitly outlines 

the underlying mechanisms through which risk based auditing affects financial 

treporting tquality tof toil tmarketing tfirms. Contextually, most of the existing literature on 

risk based auditing and financial reporting quality has focused ton tdeveloped teconomies, 

twith tlimited tattention tgiven tto temerging tmarkets such as Kenya. Methodologically, 

most of the existing literature on risk based auditing and financial reporting quality is 

qualitative, descriptive, and based on case studies. There is a need for more quantitative 

studies that can provide robust statistical evidence.  

2.6 Conceptual Framework 

Displayed tin tfigure t2.1 tis tthe tpredicted trelationship tbetween tthe tvariables. tThe tpredictor 

tvariable twas trisk tbased tauditing tgiven tby trisk tidentification, trisk tassessment tand 

tprioritization, trisk tmitigation tand tcontrol tactivities, tand taudit tplanning tand texecution. 

tThe tcontrol tvariables twere tfirm tsize tand tfinancial tleverage. tThe tresponse tvariable twas 

tfinancial treporting tquality tgiven tby 2014 IFRS/IAS disclosure checklist where 

organizations scored 1 for disclosure and 0 for non-disclosure.” 
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Independent variables     Dependent variable 

Risk tbased tauditing 

 Risk tidentification 

 Risk tassessment 

 Risk tmitigation 

 Audit tplanning tand 

texecution 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: The Conceptual Model 

Source: Researcher (2023) 
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The tchapter tdescribes tthe tmethodology tthat twas tadopted tto tanswer tthe tresearch 

tobjective. tThe tchapter tcovered tthe tresearch tdesign, tthe ttarget tpopulation, tdata tcollection 

tand tanalysis tprocedure. 

3.2 Research Design 

A tdescriptive tresearch tdesign twas tadopted tin tthis tstudy. tThis tis tbecause tthe tstudy taimed 

tto testablish tthe trelationship tbetween trisk tbased tauditing tand tfinancial treporting tquality 

tof toil tmarketing tfirms tin tKenya. The use of quantitative research design enabled the 

researcher to analyze numerical data and test hypotheses statistically. This provided 

more accurate and objective results that can be replicated and generalized to a larger 

population. Additionally, quantitative research allowed for a larger sample size, which 

increased the representativeness of the findings. The data collected was analyzed using 

statistical software, which helped to eliminate errors and biases that may arise in manual 

analysis (Cooper & Schindler, 2018). 

3.3 Population and Sample 

A tpopulation tis tall tobservations tfrom ta tcollection tof tinterest tlike tevents tspecified tin tan 

tinvestigation t(Burns t& tBurns, t2018). t“The tstudy tpopulation twas tthe t125 tlicensed toil 

tmarketing tfirms tin tKenya tas tat tDecember t2022 t(see tappendix tI). tSince tthe tstudy 

tpopulation twas trelatively tsmall, tthe tstudy twas ta tcensus.  

3.4 Data Collection 

This tresearch tutilized tboth tprimary tas twell tas tsecondary tdata. tThe tprimary tdata twas 

tcollected tvia ta tstructured tquestionnaire. tThe tquestionnaires tconsisted tof tclosed tended 
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tquestions. tClosed tquestions twere tdesigned tin ta tspecified tsequence twith tresponse 

toptions. tThe tquestionnaire twas tdivided tinto tfive tsections, tnamely tdemographic 

tinformation, trisk tidentification, trisk tassessment tand tprioritization, trisk tmitigation tand 

tcontrol tactivities, tand taudit tplanning tand texecution. The researcher administered the 

questionnaire to the heads of internal audit in each oil marketing firm and who were 

assumed to be well conversant with risk based auditing through Google forms.  

The secondary tdata twas textracted tfrom tannual tpublished tfinancials tof tthe toil tmarketing 

tfirms tin tKenya tfrom t2018 tto t2022 tand tcaptured tin tdata tcollection tforms. tThe treports 

twere textracted tfrom tthe tfinancial tpublications tof tthe tspecific toil tmarketing firm’s annual 

reports. The specific data collected include total assets and total debt. 2014 IFRS/IAS 

disclosure checklist was also used where organizations scored 1 for disclosure and 0 for 

non-disclosure of an item in the checklist. 

3.5 Data Analysis 

SPSS tsoftware tversion t27 twas tused tto tanalyze tthe tdata. tDescriptive tanalysis tinvolved 

tcalculating tmeasures tsuch tas tmean, tmedian, tmode, tstandard tdeviation, tand trange tto 

tdescribe tthe tdistribution tof tvariables tsuch tas trisk tbased tauditing, tfinancial treporting 

tquality, tfirm tsize, tand tfinancial tleverage tamong toil tmarketing tfirms tin tKenya. 

Correlation analysis involved examining the strength tand tdirection tof tthe trelationship 

tbetween trisk tbased tauditing tadoption tand tfinancial treporting tquality, tas twell tas tthe 

trelationship tbetween tfinancial reporting quality and other variables such as firm size, 

and financial leverage. Multiple tregression tanalysis twas tused tto testimate tthe teffect of 

risk based auditing adoption on financial reporting quality while controlling for other 

factors that may influence the relationship. 
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3.5.1 Analytical Model 

The tfollowing tequation twas tapplicable: 

 tY= tβ0 t+ tβ1X1+ tβ2X2+ tβ3X3 t+ tβ4X4+ tβ5X5 t+ tβ6X6 t+ε t 

Where: tY t= tFinancial treporting tquality tmeasured tusing t2014 tIFRS/IAS tdisclosure t

 checklist t(1 tfor tdisclosure; t0 totherwise) 

 tβ0 t=y tintercept tof tthe tregression tequation. t 

β1, tβ2, tβ3, tβ4, tβ5, tβ6 t=are tthe tregression tcoefficients 

X1 t= tRisk tidentification tmeasured tusing tLikert tscale tquestions 

X2 t= tRisk tassessment tand tprioritization tmeasured tusing tLikert tscale tquestions 

X3 t= tRisk tmitigation tand tcontrol tactivities tmeasured tusing tLikert tscale tquestions 

X4 t= tAudit tplanning tand texecution tmeasured tusing tLikert tscale tquestions 

X5 t= tfirm tsize tas tmeasured tby tthe tnatural tlogarithm tof ttotal tassets 

X6 t= tFinancial tleverage tas tgiven tby tthe tratio tof ttotal tdebt tto ttotal tassets 

ε t=error tterm  

3.5.2 Diagnostic Tests 

The tresearcher tconducted tdiagnostic ttests tto tensure tthat tthe tassumptions tof tthe statistical 

tests used in the analysis were met. Diagnostic tests helped to identify potential 

problems such as outliers, multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity, and normality of 

residuals, which may affect the validity and reliability of the results. Table 3.1 shows 

the tests that were conducted. 
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Table 3.1: Diagnostic Tests 

Assumption Description Type of 

Tests 

Interpretations Treatment 

Normality Test Normally distributed 

data assumes a bell-

shaped curve. It implies 

that errors should be 

distributed normally. 

Shapiro-

Wilk 

test.  

 

p ˃ 0.05 suggest 

that variables are 

distributed 

normally. 

Data was 

transformed using 

logs and square roots. 

Linearity Test This occurs when the 

outcome variable has a 

linear function of the 

explanatory variables in 

addition to the residuals. 

ANOVA 

test 

Deviation from 

linearity of the 

linear F test p > 

0.05 

Data was  

transformed using 

logs and reciprocal 

techniques. 

Homoscedasticity Homogeneity of 

variance is a 

presumption that 

outcome variable 

exhibits similar 

magnitude of variation 

across entire values of 

explanatory variables.  

Breusch 

Pagan 

Test 

P > 0.05 implies 

homoscedasticity 

Data was 

transformed using 

logs and reciprocal 

techniques. 

Multicollinearity 

test 

Multicollinearity tis ta 

tsituation twhere tthe 

texplanatory tvariables 

tare thighly tcorrelated. 

Variance 

Inflation 

Factor 

VIF factor ˃10 

infers presence 

of 

multicollinearity. 

Obtaining additional 

data and omitting 

collinear variables. 

 

3.5.3 Tests of Significance 

The tt-test tand tF-test twere tused tto ttest tthe tsignificance tof tindividual tcoefficients tand 

toverall tmodel tfit, trespectively. tThe tF-test twas tused tto ttest tthe toverall tsignificance tof tthe 

tregression tmodel. tIt tcompared tthe tvariance texplained tby tthe tmodel tto tthe tvariance tthat 

tcould tnot tbe texplained tby tthe tmodel. tThe tt-test twas tused tto ttest tthe tsignificance tof 

tindividual tcoefficients tin ta tregression tmodel.” 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION  

4.1 Introduction   

This chapter primarily presents tthe tanalysis tof tthe tdata tcollected, tthe tresults tand tthe 

discussion of findings where the current study findings are related with previous 

studies. Specifically, the chapter covers the response rate, reliability test results, 

demographic analysis, the tdescriptive tanalysis, tcorrelation tand tregression tanalysis 

conducted to achieve the objective of this research study.  

4.2 Response Rate  

The tresearcher tissued t125 tquestionnaires to heads of internal audit in each oil marketing 

firm in Kenya that were the subject of the study. 96 of the 125 administered 

questionnaires twere tcompleted, tfilled tout, tand treturned trepresenting ta t76.8% tresponse 

rate. As per Cooper and Schindler (2018), a study that has achieved a response trate tof 

t70% tshould tbe tconsidered texcellent tfor tdata tanalysis tand tinference. The study's findings 

are displayed in table 4.1 below. 

Table 4.1: Response Rate 

Response tRate  Frequency Percentage 

Returned t  96 76.8 

Unreturned t  29 23.2 

Total t  125 100 

Source: Field Data (2023) 

From Table 4.1, it was deduced that the study achieved a 76.8% response rate. This 

implied tthat tthe tdata tthat twas tcollected tfor tthe tstudy twas tgood tfor tanalysis, interpretation 

and inference. 
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4.3 Reliability Test 

Testing for reliability of a questionnaire is essential to ensure that the questionnaire 

consistently tmeasures twhat tit tintends tto tmeasure. t“Reliability tassesses tthe tdegree tto 

which a measurement instrument, in this case a questionnaire, produces consistent and 

dependable results. It provides an indication of the instrument's stability and 

consistency over time, across different samples, and among different raters or 

observers. The questionnaire items in this study were subjected to reliability tests which 

were done using Cronbach’s Alpha. Generally, a tCronbach tAlpha tgreater tthan t0.7 

timplies tthat tthe tquestionnaire tis tinternally tconsistent. tThe tresults tare tas tdepicted tin tTable 

t4.2. 

Table 4.2 Reliability Results 

Variables No. of 

Items 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Critical 

Value 

Conclusion 

Risk identification 6 0.847 0.7 Reliable 

Risk assessment 6 0.823 0.7 Reliable 

Risk mitigation 6 0.903 0.7 Reliable 

Audit planning 6 0.793 0.7 Reliable 

Source: tResearch tData (2023) 

The Table 4.2 outcomes indicated a relatively high degree of consistency in the 

variables. Risk mitigation returned the highest alpha of 0.903 while audit planning had 

the lowest at 0.793. The four variables had alpha way above the 0.7 recommended by 

Burns and Burns (2018). The decision points therefore confirm that the study variables 

were reliable. 

4.4 Demographic Analysis 

The tstudy taimed tat tunderstanding tthe tgeneral tfeatures tof tthe trespondents tthat twere tbeing 

tsurveyed. tThe tdemographic tcharacteristics tconsidered tin tthis tstudy tare tgender, age, 

education and experience in the current position. 
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4.4.1 Respondents’ Gender 

Table t4.3 tshows tthe tgender tdistribution tof tthe trespondents tto ta tstudy ton tthe teffect tof trisk-

based tauditing ton tthe tfinancial treporting tquality tof toil tmarketing tfirms tin tKenya. There 

were 96 respondents in total, of which 53 (55.2%) were male and 43 (44.8%) were 

female. This means that there was a slightly higher proportion of male respondents than 

female respondents. However, the difference was relatively small, and the gender 

distribution was fairly balanced. 

Table 4.3: Gender of Respondents 

Gender Frequency Percentage 

Male t 53 55.2% 

Female t 43 44.8% 

Total t 96 100% 

Source: Field Data (2023) 

4.4.2 Age of the Respondents 

The tstudy taimed ton testablishing tthe trespondents tage tin tthis tstudy. tThe tstudy tage twas 

tregarded tas timportant tsince tthe tage twould tact tas tan tinfluence ton tthe tresponse tgiven. 

tTable t4.4 tgives tthe tfindings. 

Table 4.4: Respondents’ Age 

Age Frequency Percentage 

30 tyears tand tbelow 6 6.3 

31-40 tyears 27 28.1 

41-50 tyears 48 50 

Above t50 tyears 15 15.6 

Total 96 100 

Source: Field Data (2023) 

Table t4.4 tshows tthat tthe tmajority tof tthe trespondents t(50%) twere tin tthe t41-50 tage tgroup. 

tThe tnext tlargest tage tgroup twas tthe t31-40 tage tgroup, twith t28.1% tof trespondents. 

tRelatively tfew trespondents twere tin tthe t30 tyears told tand tbelow tage tgroup t(6.3%) tor tthe 

tabove t50 tyears told tage tgroup t(15.6%). tThe tage tdistribution tof tthe trespondents tsuggests 
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that the majority of heads of internal audit in oil marketing firms in Kenya are in their 

mid-career years. However, there is also a good representation of both younger and 

more experienced professionals in this leadership role. 

4.4.3 Education Level 

The ttarget trespondents twere timplored tto tshow ttheir thighest teducational tlevel. tThe 

toutcomes tare tshown tin tTable t4.5. 

Table 4.5: Education Level 

Level Frequency Percent 

Diploma 8 8.3% 

Undergraduate tDegree 54 56.3% 

Postgraduate tDegree 34 35.4% 

Total 96 100 

Source: Field Data (2023) 

The tresults tin tTable t4.5 tthat tthe tmajority tof tthe trespondents (56.3%) had an 

undergraduate degree. The next largest education group was those with a postgraduate 

degree (35.4%). Relatively few respondents had a diploma (8.3%). The education level 

of the respondents suggests that heads of internal audit in oil marketing firms in Kenya 

are well-educated professionals. The majority of respondents have at least an 

undergraduate degree, and a significant proportion have a postgraduate degree. This is 

important because internal auditors play a vital trole tin tensuring tthe taccuracy tand 

treliability tof tfinancial treporting. Their education and training give them the skills and 

knowledge they need to identify tand tassess trisks, tand tto tdevelop tand timplement 

teffective tcontrols. 

4.4.4 Years with the Current Employer 

Respondents twere tasked tto tindicate thow tlong tthey thad tworked twith ttheir tcurrent 

temployer. tThe tresults tare tas tshown tin tTable t4.6. 
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Table 4.6: Years of Service with the Current Employer 

Number of years Frequency Percentage 

Less tthan t2 tyears 9 9.4 

2-5 tyears 36 37.5 

6-10 tyears 44 45.8 

Over t10 tyears t 7 7.3 

Total 96 100 

Source: Field Data (2023) 

The tresponses tin tTable t4.6 tshow tthat tthe tmajority tof tthe trespondents t(45.8%) thad tbeen 

twith ttheir tcurrent temployer tfor t6-10 tyears. tThe tnext tlargest tgroup twas tthose twith t2-5 

years of service (37.5%). Relatively few respondents had been with their current 

employer tfor tless tthan t2 tyears t(9.4%) tor tfor tover t10 tyears t(7.3%). tThe tmajority tof 

trespondents thave tbeen twith ttheir tcurrent temployer tfor tseveral tyears, twhich tsuggests that 

they are satisfied with their roles and that the firms are valuing their skills and 

experience. In the context of risk-based auditing, employee stability can also help to 

ensure tthat tinternal tauditors thave tthe tnecessary ttime and experience to develop and 

implement effective risk management strategies. 

4.5 Analysis of Study Variables 

Descriptive tstatistics tallowed the researcher to analyze and interpret the mean tand 

tstandard tdeviation tof tthe tdata, providing a clear understanding of the distribution and 

patterns within the dataset. They also provided a foundation for further inferential 

statistical analyses and decision-making in the research process. 

4.5.1 Risk Identification 

Table t4.7 tpresents tthe tdescriptive tstatistics tfor the risk identification process within the 

oil marketing firms in Kenya, as reported by the heads of internal audit. The toverall 

tmean tscore tfor trisk tidentification tacross tall tthe tstatements tis t4.1 twith ta tstandard 

tdeviation tof t0.76. This suggests that the firms, on average, have a positive outlook on 
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their risk identification processes. The relatively low standard deviation implies a 

consistent agreement among the firms about the efficacy of their risk identification 

measures. 

Table 4.7: Descriptive Statistics for Risk Identification 

Statements N Mean 

Std. 

Dev 

The organization has a systematic process in place to 

identify potential risks 96 3.86 0.81 

Relevant stakeholders are involved in the risk 

identification process 96 4.05 0.77 

The risk identification process considers both internal and 

external factors. 96 3.91 0.95 

The organization uses reliable data and information 

sources to identify risks. 96 4.09 0.60 

The risk identification process is regularly updated to 

capture emerging risks. 96 4.05 0.77 

The organization effectively communicates identified 

risks to key stakeholders. 96 4.64 0.48 

Overall mean Score 96 4.1 0.76 

Source: tField tData t(2023) 

The mean score for firms having a systematic process to identify potential risks is 3.86, 

with a standard deviation of 0.81. The score suggests that, on average, the firms agree 

to a good extent that they have a systematic process in place, but there's some variation 

in responses (as indicated by the standard deviation). The average score for involving 

relevant stakeholders in the risk identification process is slightly higher at 4.05, with a 

standard deviation of 0.77. This indicates a relatively strong agreement among firms 

about the involvement of stakeholders, but with some variation.  

The mean score for the statement that the risk identification process considers both 

internal and external factors is 3.91 with a standard deviation of 0.95. This implies that 

most firms agree with this, but there's a slightly higher variability in responses 

compared to the previous statements. The average score for the use of reliable data and 

information sources in risk identification is 4.09, with the least variability (std. dev of 
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0.60). This indicates a strong consensus among the firms about the reliability of their 

data sources. 

Firms have an average score of 4.05 for regularly updating their risk identification 

process to capture emerging risks, with a standard deviation of 0.77. This shows that 

most firms are proactive in updating their processes, but there's still some variability in 

responses. The highest mean score of 4.64 (with a standard deviation of 0.48) is for the 

effective communication of identified risks to key stakeholders. This suggests a very 

strong agreement among the firms about their efficiency in communicating risks, with 

minimal variation in responses. 

4.5.2 Risk Assessment 

Table 4.8 provides an overview of the descriptive statistics regarding the risk 

assessment procedures of the oil marketing firms in Kenya, as gauged from the 

responses of the heads of internal audit. 

Table 4.8: Descriptive Statistics for Risk Assessment 

Statements N Mean 

Std. 

Dev 

The organization employs appropriate methods to assess the 

potential impact of identified risks. 96 4.09 0.67 

The organization assigns a level of significance or priority 

to each identified risk. 96 3.95 0.71 

The risk assessment process considers both the likelihood 

and potential consequences of risks. 96 3.68 1.14 

The organization regularly reviews and updates risk 

assessments based on changing circumstances. 96 3.64 0.88 

The organization effectively communicates risk assessments 

to relevant decision-makers. 96 4.09 0.73 

The risk assessment process helps the organization allocate 

resources efficiently to address high-priority risks. 96 3.95 0.88 

Overall Mean Score 96 3.90 0.60 

Source: tField tData t(2023) 
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The mean score for firms employing appropriate methods to assess the impact of 

identified risks stands at 4.09, with a standard deviation of 0.67. This implies that the 

majority of firms feel confident about the methods they utilize for risk assessment, 

though there's a moderate variation in the responses. The firms on average have a score 

of 3.95, with a standard deviation of 0.71, when it comes to assigning a level of 

significance or priority to each identified risk. This suggests that most firms are 

deliberate in prioritizing their risks, but there exists some variability in their responses. 

For considering both the likelihood and potential consequences of risks during the risk 

assessment process, the mean score is somewhat lower at 3.68, accompanied by the 

highest variability (std. dev of 1.14). This indicates that while many firms take into 

account these factors, the practices or perceptions might be diverse among them. The 

average score for firms that regularly review and update risk assessments due to 

changing circumstances is 3.64, with a standard deviation of 0.88. This implies that 

while a majority of firms review their assessments, the consistency and frequency of 

these reviews might vary. 

The mean score for effective communication of risk assessments to relevant decision-

makers matches the score for employing appropriate methods, standing at 4.09 (std. dev 

of 0.73). This suggests a strong emphasis on the importance of communication within 

firms, though with some variation in practices or perceptions. For the statement that the 

risk assessment process aids the organization in efficiently allocating resources to tackle 

high-priority risks, the average score is 3.95 with a standard deviation of 0.88. This 

denotes that most firms find their risk assessment beneficial for resource distribution, 

but practices or perceptions might differ to some extent. 
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The cumulative mean score for risk assessment across all statements is 3.90, with a 

standard deviation of 0.60. This overall score portrays a generally positive stance on 

risk assessment procedures within the oil marketing firms in Kenya. The standard 

deviation indicates a moderate consistency in the views held by these firms about their 

risk assessment processes. 

4.5.3 Risk Mitigation 

Table 4.9 offers insights into the descriptive statistics about the risk mitigation practices 

within the oil marketing firms in Kenya, based on feedback from the heads of internal 

audit. The cumulative mean score for risk mitigation across all the statements is 3.70, 

with a standard deviation of 0.50. This indicates a generally positive, though slightly 

cautious, stance on risk mitigation procedures by the oil marketing firms in Kenya. The 

relatively low standard deviation suggests that the views on risk mitigation practices 

are fairly consistent among these firms. 

Table 4.9: Descriptive Statistics for Risk Mitigation 

Statements N Mean 

Std. 

Dev 

The organization has established adequate controls and 

procedures to mitigate identified risks. 96 3.73 0.91 

The control activities implemented by the organization are 

appropriate and effective in addressing risks. 96 3.73 0.62 

The organization regularly monitors and evaluates the 

effectiveness of risk mitigation measures. 96 3.86 0.55 

The organization promptly takes corrective actions when 

control weaknesses or gaps are identified. 96 3.14 0.87 

The organization promotes a culture of risk awareness and 

accountability among employees. 
96 3.95 0.56 

The organization provides sufficient resources and support 

for implementing risk mitigation measures. 
96 3.82 0.72 

Overall Mean Score 96 3.70 0.50 

Source: tField tData t(2023) 
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The firms, on average, scored 3.73 (with a std. dev of 0.91) on having established 

adequate controls and procedures to mitigate identified risks. This indicates that while 

most firms have measures in place, there's a relatively high variation in their confidence 

or practices concerning these controls. With the same mean score of 3.73 but a smaller 

standard deviation of 0.62, the firms generally agree that the control activities they've 

put in place are appropriate and effective. The smaller standard deviation suggests a 

more consistent sentiment about the effectiveness of these activities. 

For regular monitoring and evaluation of risk mitigation measures, the mean score 

stands slightly higher at 3.86 with a standard deviation of 0.55. This implies a consensus 

among firms about the importance of monitoring, and a consistent practice of evaluation 

across them. The mean score is the lowest for this statement at 3.14, with a standard 

deviation of 0.87. This suggests that while many firms take corrective actions upon 

identifying control weaknesses or gaps, there's significant variability in how promptly 

or effectively they do so. 

Firms have an average score of 3.95 (std. dev of 0.56) when it comes to promoting a 

culture of risk awareness and accountability. This suggests a strong emphasis on 

nurturing a risk-conscious environment among employees and a consistent approach 

towards it across the firms. The mean score for providing sufficient resources and 

support for risk mitigation measures is 3.82, accompanied by a standard deviation of 

0.72. This indicates that most firms are committed to resource allocation for mitigation, 

though there's some variability in their perceptions or practices. 

4.5.4 Audit Planning 

Table 4.10 delves into the descriptive statistics related to the audit planning practices 

among the oil marketing firms in Kenya, as described by the heads of internal audit.  
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Table 4.10: Descriptive Statistics for Audit Planning 

Statements N Mean 

Std. 

Dev 

The organization's audit plan is aligned with the identified risks 

and priorities. 
96 3.73 0.62 

The audit plan considers the significance and potential impact 

of risks on financial reporting. 
96 3.64 0.71 

The audit procedures are designed to address key risks 

identified during the risk assessment process. 
96 3.36 0.88 

The organization effectively communicates the audit plan and 

objectives to the audit team. 
96 4.05 0.56 

The audit team possesses the necessary skills and knowledge 

to execute the audit plan effectively. 
96 3.64 0.77 

The organization provides adequate resources and support for 

the successful execution of audits 
96 4.41 0.49 

Overall Mean Score 96 3.80 0.47 

Source: tField tData t(2023) 

Firms have an average score of 3.73 (std. dev of 0.62) when it comes to ensuring their 

audit plans are aligned with identified risks and priorities. This implies a general 

agreement among firms on the alignment of audit plans, but with some variation in the 

extent or practices of this alignment. For the statement that the audit plan takes into 

account the significance and potential impact of risks on financial reporting, the mean 

score is 3.64, with a standard deviation of 0.71. This suggests that while most firms 

recognize the importance of risk significance in their audit plans, there's a moderate 

variation in practices or perceptions. 

With a mean score of 3.36 and a std. dev of 0.88, there's an indication that while many 

firms ensure their audit procedures address key risks, there's significant variability in 

the thoroughness or methods with which they do so. The organization's effectiveness 

in communicating the audit plan and objectives to the audit team is reflected in a 

relatively high mean score of 4.05, with a standard deviation of 0.56. This indicates a 
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strong consensus among firms about the importance of effective communication in the 

audit process. 

On whether the audit team has the necessary skills and knowledge to execute the audit 

plan effectively, firms score an average of 3.64 (std. dev of 0.77). This suggests that 

while many firms are confident in their audit teams, there's some variability in the 

perceived proficiency or training of these teams. The highest mean score in this 

category is for the provision of adequate resources and support for successful audits, 

standing at 4.41 with a relatively low standard deviation of 0.49. This emphasizes the 

commitment of firms to resource allocation for audits, and there's a strong agreement 

on this across firms. 

The cumulative average score for audit planning across all statements is 3.80, with a 

standard deviation of 0.47. This indicates that the oil marketing firms in Kenya 

generally have positive views on their audit planning procedures. The relatively low 

standard deviation reflects a consistent sentiment across these firms regarding their 

audit practices. 

4.5.5 Firm Size, Financial Leverage and Financial Reporting Quality 

Table 4.11 provides insights into the descriptive statistics of other study variables, 

namely firm size, financial leverage, and financial reporting quality. 

Table 4.11: Descriptive Results for Size, Leverage and FRQ 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Firm size 96 5.395 7.940 6.7681 .6281 

Financial leverage 
96 .2742 .9733 .5213 .1999 

Financial reporting quality 96 .6875 .9400 .7995 .0913 

Valid N (listwise) 96     

 tSource: tField tData t(2023) 
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The average firm size stands at 6.7681, with a standard deviation of 0.6281. This means 

that, on average, firms have a size (in terms of the logarithm of total assets) around 

6.7681, but there's some variability among the firms, as reflected by the standard 

deviation. On average, firms have a financial leverage score of 0.5213, with a standard 

deviation of 0.1999. This suggests that the typical firm in the sample has about 52.13% 

of its financing from debt, but there's considerable variation in leverage levels across 

firms. 

The mean score for financial reporting quality is 0.7995, with a standard deviation of 

0.0913. This means that, on average, firms disclose about 79.95% of the items in the 

checklist. The standard deviation indicates moderate consistency in the disclosure 

practices among the firms. There is a high adherence to the IFRS/IAS disclosure 

checklist, indicating good financial reporting quality 

4.6 Diagnostic Tests 

Before tmoving ton tto tequation testimation, tdiagnostic ttests twere tdone tto tmake tsure tthat 

tthere tare tno tbreaches tof tthe ttraditional tlinear tregression tmodel tassumptions. tParameter 

testimations tare tskewed tas twell tas tinefficient twhenever tthe tassumptions tof ta tclassical 

tregression tmodel tare tbroken. tThe tdiagnostic ttests tconducted tare tdiscussed tin tthis 

tsection. 

4.6.1 Normality Test 

A number of techniques may be used to determine if data is normal. The tShapiro-Wilk 

ttest, tKolmogorov-Smirnov ttest, tskewness, tkurtosis, thistogram, tP-P tplot, tbox tplot, tQ-Q 

tplot, tmean, tand tstandard tdeviation tare tthe ttechniques tthat tare tmost tfrequently temployed. 

tThe tKolmogorov-Smirnov ttest tand tthe tShapiro-Wilk ttest tare tthe ttwo tnormality ttests tthat 

tare tmost toften temployed. tThe tKolmogorov-Smirnov ttest tis tpreferable tfor tsample tsizes 
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tmore tthan t50 tsamples, tbut tthe tShapiro-Wilk ttest tis tbetter tfor tsmaller tsample tsizes t(n t50 

tsamples). tAs ta tresult, tthe tstudy's tnumerical tapproach tof testablishing tnormalcy twas tthe 

tKolmogorov-Smirnov ttest. tThe tnull thypothesis tstates tthat tthe tdata tare tdrawn tfrom ta 

tpopulation tthat tis tnormally tdistributed tfor tboth tof tthe taforementioned ttests. tWhen tthe tP-

value tis tless tthan t0.05, tthe tnull thypothesis tis tdisproved tand tit tis tdeclared tthat tthe tdata tare 

tnot tnormally tdistributed. If any deviation from the presumption of normality was found, 

the appropriate corrective actions were taken.  

Table 4.12: Test for Normality 

 Kolmogorov-Smirnov P-value 

Financial reporting quality 0.869 0.178 

Risk identification 0.918 0.202 

Risk assessment 0.881 0.194 

Risk mitigation 0.874 0.191 

Audit planning 0.872 0.190 

Firm size 0.892 0.201 

Financial leverage 0.923 0.220 

Source: tResearch tFindings t(2023) 
 

From tTable t4.12 tresults, tall tthe tstudy tvariables thave ta tp tvalue tmore tthan t0.05 tand 

ttherefore twere tnormally tdistributed.  

4.6.2 Multicollinearity Test 

When there is a substantial correlation between the independent variables in a 

regression model, multicollinearity arises. The VIF and tolerance indices were used to 

evaluate multicollinearity. Multicollinearity is present and the assumption is violated 

when tthe tVIF tvalue tis tmore tthan t10 tand tthe ttolerance tscore tis tlower tthan t0.2. The VIF 

values are less than 10, which indicates that tmulticollinearity tis tnot tan tissue.   
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Table 4.13: Multicollinearity 

  Collinearity Statistics 

Variable Tolerance VIF 

Risk identification 0.535 1.869 

Risk assessment 0.601 1.664 

Risk mitigation 0.598 1.672 

Audit planning 0.476 2.101 

Firm size 0.599 1.663 

Financial leverage 0.621 1.610 

Source: Research Findings (2023) 

4.6.3 Heteroskedasticity Test 

The tBreusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg ttest twas temployed tin tthe tstudy tto tdetermine tif tthe 

tvariance twas theteroskedastic. tThe tBreusch-Pagan ttest tis ta tstatistical ttest tthat tis tused tto 

ttest tthe tnull thypothesis tthat tthe tvariance tof tthe terror tterms tis tconstant. tThe ttest tstatistic tis 

tdistributed tas ta tchi-squared twith t1 tdegree tof tfreedom. tA tp-value tof t0.05 tor tless tis 

tgenerally tconsidered tto tbe tstatistically tsignificant.   

Table 4.14: Heteroskedasticity Results 

Breusch-Pagan t/ tCook-Weisberg ttest tfor theteroscedasticity t 

chi2(1) = 0.8619 

Prob t> tchi2 = 0.6337 

Source: Research Findings (2023) 

The tp-value tfor tthe tBreusch-Pagan ttest tin tTable t4.14 tis t0.6337 twhich tis tgreater tthan t0.05. 

tTherefore, tthe tnull thypothesis tthat tthe tvariance tof tthe terror tterms tis tconstant is not 

rejected. This implies that the data does not show any significant heteroscedasticity.  

4.6.4 Autocorrelation Test 

The tDurbin-Watson tstatistic tis ta ttest tstatistic tused tto tdetect tautocorrelation tin tthe 

tresiduals tfrom ta tregression tanalysis. tThe tDurbin-Watson tstatistic tranges tin tvalue tfrom t0 

tto t4. tA tvalue tof t2 tindicates tthat tthere tis tno tautocorrelation. tA tvalue tless tthan t2 tindicates 
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tpositive tautocorrelation. tA tvalue tgreater tthan t2 tindicates tnegative tautocorrelation. tThe 

tDurbin-Watson tstatistic tfor tthis tstudy tis t2.107, twhich tis tclose tto t2. tThis tindicates tthat 

tthere tis tno tsignificant tautocorrelation tin tthe tresiduals tof tthe tmodel.  

Table 4.15: Test of Autocorrelation 

 

Durbin tWatson tStatistic 

2.107  t 
  t 

Source: tResearch tFindings t(2023) 

4.7 Inferential Statistics 

This tsection tpresents tthe tfindings tfor tboth tcorrelation tand tregression tanalysis.  

4.7.1 Correlation Analysis 

Table t4.16 tpresents tthe tcorrelation tbetween tthe tindependent tvariables t(risk 

tidentification, trisk tassessment, trisk tmitigation, taudit tplanning, tfirm tsize, tand tfinancial 

tleverage) tand tthe tdependent tvariable, tfinancial treporting tquality t(FRQ). tThe tPearson 

tCorrelation tvalues tindicate tthe tstrength tand tdirection tof tthe tlinear trelationship tbetween 

these variables, while the significance level (Sig. 2-tailed) provides information on the 

statistical significance of these correlations.  

The tcorrelation tbetween trisk tidentification tand tfinancial treporting tquality tis t0.713 t(a 

tstrong tpositive tcorrelation), tand tis tstatistically tsignificant tat tthe t0.01 tlevel t(p-value is 

0.000). This suggests that as risk identification practices improve or become more 

robust in firms, there's an associated improvement in the quality tof tfinancial treporting. 

tA tvery strong positive correlation of 0.913 is observed between risk assessment and 

financial reporting quality, which is also statistically significant tat tthe t0.01 tlevel t(p-

value tis t0.000). tThis tindicates tthat teffective trisk assessment practices are closely 

associated with higher financial reporting quality in these firms. 
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Table 4.16: Correlation Results 

 FRQ 

Risk 

tidentification 

Risk 

tassessment 

Risk 

tmitigation 

Audit 

tplanning 

Firm 

tsize 

Financial 

tleverage 

FRQ Pearson 

tCorrelation 
1       

Sig. t(2-tailed)        

Risk 

tidentification 

Pearson 

tCorrelation 
.713** 1      

Sig. t(2-tailed) .000       

Risk 

tassessment 

Pearson 

tCorrelation 
.913** .729** 1     

Sig. t(2-tailed) .000 .000      

Risk 

tmitigation 

Pearson 

tCorrelation 
.564** .893** .624** 1    

Sig. t(2-tailed) .000 .000 .000     

Audit 

tplanning 

Pearson 

tCorrelation 
.948** .742** .919** .662** 1   

Sig. t(2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000    

Firm tsize Pearson 

tCorrelation 
.024 .112 .042 .130 .002 1  

Sig. t(2-tailed) .814 .276 .687 .206 .984   

Financial 

tleverage 

Pearson 

tCorrelation 
.121 .203* .132 .236* .169 .331** 1 

Sig. t(2-tailed) .242 .048 .200 .021 .100 .001  

**. tCorrelation tis tsignificant tat tthe t0.01 tlevel t(2-tailed). 

*. tCorrelation tis tsignificant tat tthe t0.05 tlevel t(2-tailed). 

c. tListwise tN=96 

 Source: Field Data (2023) 

Risk mitigation shows a positive correlation of 0.564 with financial reporting quality. 

This correlation tis tsignificant tat tthe t0.01 tlevel t(p-value tis t0.000). tWhile tthe tcorrelation is 

moderately strong, it underlines the importance of risk mitigation practices in 

enhancing the quality of financial reporting. Audit planning has an extremely strong 

positive correlation of 0.948 with financial reporting quality, and it's tsignificant tat tthe 

t0.01 tlevel t(p-value tis t0.000). This suggests that effective audit planning is crucial and 

is very closely linked with high financial treporting tquality. 

The tcorrelation tbetween tfirm tsize tand tfinancial treporting tquality tis t0.024, tand tit tis tnot 

tstatistically tsignificant t(p-value tis t0.814). tThis tsuggests tthat tthe tsize tof tthe tfirm t(in tterms 

tof ttotal tassets) tdoesn't thave ta tstrong tlinear trelationship twith tthe tquality tof tits tfinancial 

treporting. tFinancial tleverage has a correlation of 0.121 with financial reporting quality. 

However, this correlation isn't statistically significant at the conventional levels (p-

value is 0.242). This indicates that the level of debt financing (as a proportion of total 
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financing) in these firms doesn't have a substantial linear relationship with financial 

reporting quality. 

4.7.2 Regression Analysis 

The tregression tanalysis taimed tto tdetermine tthe teffect tof tthe tindependent tvariables t(Risk 

tidentification, tRisk tassessment, tRisk tmitigation, tAudit tplanning, Firm tsize, tand 

Financial leverage) on the dependent variable (Financial reporting quality). The model 

summary, ANOVA, and coefficients tables present the analysis' findings. The tmodel 

tsummary texplains thow tmuch tvariation tin tthe tdependent tvariable tis tdue tto tthe 

tindependent tvariables tfitted tin tthe tmodel. tThe tANOVA ttable tchecks tif tthe tmodel tfit tis 

tstatistically tsignificant tin tpredicting tthe tdependent tvariable tand tthe tcoefficient ttable 

tquantifies tthe tmagnitude tof tthe tassociation tbetween tthe tvariables. tThe tfindings tof tthe 

tstudy tare tshown tin tthe ttables tbelow. 

Table 4.17 Model Summary 

Model R R tSquare Adjusted tR tSquare 

Std. tError tof tthe 

tEstimate 

1 .965a .931 .927 .227624 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Financial leverage, Risk assessment, Firm size, Risk 

mitigation, Risk identification, Audit planning 

Source: Field Data (2023) 

R tSquare tvalue t(0.931) trepresents tthe tproportion tof tvariance tin tthe tdependent tvariable 

tthat's texplained tby tthe independent variables. In other words, approximately 93.1% of 

the tvariability tin tFinancial treporting tquality tis texplained tby tthe tpredictors tin tthe tmodel. 

The F value (201.647) in Table 4.18 tests the hypothesis that the model with predictors 

fits better than a model with no predictors. A significant F-statistic (with ta tp-value tof 

t0.000) tsuggests tthat tthe tmodel tsignificantly tpredicts the outcome variable. 
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Table 4.18 ANOVA 

Model 

Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 62.687 6 10.448 201.647 .000b 

Residual 4.611 89 .052   

Total 67.298 95    

a. tDependent tVariable: tFinancial treporting tquality 

b. Predictors: t(Constant), Financial leverage, Risk assessment, Firm size, Risk 

mitigation, Risk identification, Audit planning 

Source: Field Data (2023) 

The tresults tof tmodel tcoefficients tin tTable t4.19 trevealed tthat tfor tevery tunit tincrease in 

Risk identification, Financial reporting quality increases by 0.222 units, holding other 

variables constant. This relationship is significant (p = 0.000). A unit tincrease tin tRisk 

tassessment tleads tto ta t0.209-unit tincrease tin tFinancial treporting quality, given other 

variables are constant. This is significant with p = 0.004. Risk mitigation has a 

significant coefficient of t0.390 t(p t= t0.000), tindicating ta tstrong tpositive trelationship. he 

coefficient of 0.715 is the highest among the predictors, suggesting that Audit planning 

has the most substantial impact on financial reporting quality. It is highly significant 

with p = 0.000. 

Table 4.19 Coefficients 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 1.253 .322  3.898 .000 

Risk 

identification 
.222 .053 .295 4.166 .000 

Risk assessment .209 .070 .217 2.969 .004 

Risk mitigation .390 .076 .323 5.150 .000 

Audit planning .715 .072 .746 9.945 .000 

Firm size .025 .040 .019 .633 .529 

Financial 

leverage 
-.048 .128 -.011 -.375 .708 

a. Dependent Variable: Financial reporting quality 

 Source: Field Data (2023) 
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The coefficient is 0.025, but it's not statistically significant (p = 0.529), suggesting that 

Firm size might not be a strong predictor in this model. With a coefficient of -0.048, 

Financial leverage has a negative relationship twith tFinancial treporting tquality, tbut tit's 

tnot tstatistically significant (p = 0.708), indicating that leverage might not be a 

significant predictor. 

From the Table 4:19 the following model has been developed; 

Y = 1.253+ 0.222X1 + 0.209X2 + 0.390X3+ 0.715X4 

Where:    

Y t= tfinancial treporting tquality, t 

X1 t= trisk tidentification t 

X2 t= trisk tassessment t 

X3 t= trisk tmitigation 

X4 = audit planning 

4.8 Discussion of Findings 

This study sought to conducted to determine the effect of risk-based auditing on 

financial reporting quality of oil marketing firms in Kenya. The independent variable 

was risk-based auditing measured in terms of risk identification, risk assessment, risk 

mitigation, and audit planning. The dependent variable was financial reporting quality 

measured using 2014 IFRS/IAS disclosure checklist where organizations scored 1 for 

disclosure and 0 for non-disclosure of an item in the checklist. The control variables 

were firm size measured as natural logarithm of total assets and financial leverage 
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measured using debt ratio. The study was anchored on agency theory and supported by 

information economics theory as well as the stakeholder theory.  

The study population was the 125 licensed oil marketing firms in Kenya. This research 

utilized both primary as well as secondary data. The primary data was collected via a 

structured questionnaire. The questionnaires consisted of closed ended questions. The 

questionnaire was divided into four sections, namely risk identification, risk 

assessment, risk mitigation, and audit planning. The researcher administered the 

questionnaire to the heads of internal audit in each oil marketing firm. The secondary 

data was extracted from annual published financials of the oil marketing firms in Kenya 

from 2018 to 2022. The secondary data was on financial reporting quality, firm size and 

financial leverage. Data was analyzed using descriptive correlational and regression 

analysis.  

Descriptive statistics unveiled that most oil marketing firms in Kenya generally have 

positive practices related to risk identification, assessment, mitigation, and audit 

planning. Regression analysis further highlighted the significant influence of these 

auditing components on financial reporting quality. Specifically, risk identification, risk 

assessment, risk mitigation, and audit planning emerged as significant predictors of the 

quality of financial reporting. In contrast, firm size and financial leverage didn't 

significantly influence this quality. These findings underscore the critical role of a 

structured, risk-based auditing approach in enhancing the transparency and reliability 

of financial reporting among oil marketing firms in Kenya. 

The current study's focus on the relationship between risk-based auditing and financial 

reporting quality in Kenyan oil marketing firms provides valuable insights within the 

broader context of auditing practices and their effects on financial reporting. When 
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viewed alongside global and local empirical studies, interesting patterns emerge. 

Mardessi (2022) explored the influence of audit quality on financial reporting in non-

financial firms in Amsterdam. Although the study identified governance mechanisms 

such as the independence of members and the audit committee's size as significant, it 

notably did not consider risk-based auditing in its exploration. Similarly, Madawaki, 

Ahmi, and Ahmad (2022) established a positive relationship between internal audit 

functions and financial reporting quality in Nigeria, but the study, like Mardessi's, 

missed out on examining risk-based auditing's effects. In contrast, Le, Nguyen, and 

Ngo's study in Vietnam (2022) directly addressed risk-based auditing and established 

its positive effect on audit quality, mirroring the Kenyan study's findings. However, 

while their work touched upon the risk-based approach, it lacked the focus on its impact 

on financial reporting quality. 

Jamhuri, Mwangi, Okiro, and Wainaina (2022) explored the relationship between board 

diversity and financial reporting quality at the Nairobi Securities Exchange. Though 

their findings on board gender and independence resonate with the global focus on 

governance factors, risk-based auditing was not a focal point of their study. Mulwa and 

Opuodho (2022) directly examined risk-based audit practices and their influence on 

financial performance in Thika, Kenya. While they established a positive correlation, 

similar to the present study, they did not venture into the realm of financial reporting 

quality. This contrasts with the present study's detailed exploration of risk-based 

auditing's various components and their relationship with financial reporting quality. 

Midecha (2022) and Singoei (2022) both explored aspects of auditing and their 

relationship with financial performance and reporting quality, respectively, but neither 

addressed risk-based auditing in depth. 
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In synthesis, while various studies, both global and local, have ventured into the realms 

of audit quality, governance mechanisms, and financial reporting quality, the current 

study stands out in its focused exploration of risk-based auditing's components. Its 

findings, particularly on the significant positive relationship between risk-based 

auditing components and financial reporting quality, highlight a potentially 

underexplored avenue in the literature and suggest the need for further research 

integrating risk-based auditing with the broader constructs of audit quality and financial 

reporting. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction   

The tchapter tentails tsummary tof tfindings, tconclusions, timplications tand tfinally 

trecommendations. tThis tsection talso tincludes tthe tlimitations tand tsuggestions tfor tfuture 

tstudies. 

5.2 Summary  

The tstudy taimed tto tassess tthe timpact tof trisk-based tauditing ton tthe tfinancial treporting 

quality of oil marketing firms in Kenya. Key components of risk-based auditing, 

namely risk identification, risk assessment, risk mitigation, and audit planning, served 

as the independent variables. Financial reporting quality, gauged using the 2014 

IFRS/IAS disclosure checklist, acted as the dependent variable. Additionally, firm size 

(measured as the natural logarithm of total assets) and financial leverage (determined 

using the debt ratio) were used as control variables. The theoretical foundation for this 

investigation was rooted in the agency theory, complemented by the information 

economics theory and stakeholder theory.  

A total of 125 licensed oil marketing firms in Kenya constituted the study's population. 

Both primary and secondary data sources were leveraged for this research. Primary data 

was gathered via structured questionnaires distributed to the heads of internal audit in 

each firm. These questionnaires were divided into sections corresponding to the main 

components of risk-based auditing. Secondary data, on the other hand, was extracted 

from the annual published financial statements of these firms from 2018 to 2022, 

focusing on metrics relevant to the study, such as financial reporting quality, firm size, 

and financial leverage. 
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Descriptive statistics unveiled that most oil marketing firms in Kenya generally have 

positive practices related to risk identification, assessment, mitigation, and audit 

planning. Regression analysis further highlighted the significant influence of these 

auditing components on financial reporting quality. Specifically, risk identification, risk 

assessment, risk mitigation, and audit planning emerged as significant predictors of the 

quality of financial reporting. In contrast, firm size and financial leverage didn't 

significantly influence this quality. These findings underscore the critical role of a 

structured, risk-based auditing approach in enhancing the transparency and reliability 

of financial reporting among oil marketing firms in Kenya. 

5.3 Conclusion of the Study 

The study conclusively established a strong relationship between risk-based auditing 

and the financial reporting quality of oil marketing firms in Kenya. Components of risk-

based auditing, specifically risk identification, risk assessment, risk mitigation, and 

audit planning, were found to be critical drivers influencing the quality of financial 

reporting. As these components improved or became more robust in their application 

within the firms, there was a corresponding enhancement in the transparency, accuracy, 

and comprehensiveness of financial reports.  

Of all the components of risk-based auditing examined, audit planning emerged as 

having the most pronounced impact on financial reporting quality. This suggests that 

the meticulous design, organization, and communication of audit activities are 

instrumental in ensuring that financial statements are not only compliant but also 

accurately reflect the financial position and performance of the firm. The study also 

emphasized the importance of comprehensive risk identification, systematic risk 

assessment, and effective risk mitigation practices. These processes ensure that 
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potential threats to the accuracy and reliability of financial reporting are promptly 

identified, evaluated, and addressed, thereby promoting the overall integrity of financial 

statements. 

Interestingly, while firm size and financial leverage were considered as potential 

influencing factors, they did not display a significant impact on financial reporting 

quality in the context of this study. This suggests that the internal audit practices and 

processes, especially those centered around risk, play a more pivotal role than the sheer 

scale or capital structure of the firm in determining the quality of financial reporting. In 

essence, for oil marketing firms in Kenya, adopting and refining risk-based auditing 

approaches — particularly in the domains of audit planning, risk identification, 

assessment, and mitigation — is vital for ensuring high-quality financial reporting. As 

stakeholders demand greater transparency and accountability, it's imperative for these 

firms to continue investing in and prioritizing robust auditing processes.” 

5.4 Recommendations for Policy and Practice 

Regulatory bodies overseeing the oil marketing sector in Kenya should emphasize the 

adoption of risk-based auditing in their guidelines and standards. This could involve 

updating audit regulations to specify methodologies for risk identification, assessment, 

mitigation, and planning. By integrating these components into mandatory auditing 

standards, firms will be better positioned to improve the quality of their financial 

reporting. 

Given the pronounced impact of audit planning and other risk-based auditing 

components on financial reporting quality, firms should invest in continuous training 

and development for their internal audit teams. Such training programs could focus on 

the latest tools, technologies, and best practices in risk-based auditing, ensuring that 
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auditors are equipped with the skills and knowledge to adapt to the evolving landscape 

of financial risks.  

Beyond formal training, oil marketing firms should endeavor to foster a corporate 

culture that prioritizes risk awareness. This includes creating an environment where 

employees at all levels understand the importance of identifying and communicating 

potential financial risks. Encouraging a proactive approach to risk can lead to quicker 

identification and mitigation, further enhancing financial reporting quality.  

Given the dynamic nature of risks, especially in sectors like oil marketing, firms should 

establish a practice of periodically reviewing and updating their audit processes. Such 

reviews can ensure that the audit strategies remain relevant, comprehensive, and aligned 

with the current risk environment. To further enhance the robustness of the audit 

process, firms could consider engaging external experts or consultants for periodic 

reviews. These experts can offer a fresh perspective, identify gaps or areas of 

improvement in the current risk-based auditing processes, and recommend best 

practices adopted globally. 

Given that the ultimate goal of financial reporting is to communicate the firm's financial 

position to its stakeholders, it would be beneficial to engage them in feedback loops. 

Stakeholders, such as investors and creditors, could provide invaluable insights into 

their expectations and perceptions regarding financial reporting, helping firms fine-tune 

their audit processes accordingly. 

5.5 Limitations of the Study 

While the research focused on oil marketing firms in Kenya, the industry operates 

within a global context, with numerous international dynamics at play. This 

geographically localized approach might not capture global best practices, trends, or 
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challenges that can significantly influence auditing and financial reporting processes. 

Consequently, the findings may have limited generalizability beyond the Kenyan 

context or to other sectors. 

The study largely relied on structured questionnaires distributed to heads of internal 

audit. While this provided a concentrated view from professionals directly engaged 

with the audit process, it might have missed nuances or insights from other key 

stakeholders, such as external auditors, financial analysts, or even members of the 

finance teams. Additionally, self-reported data is always subject to biases, like social 

desirability bias, which might have influenced the responses. 

The study extracted secondary data from annual published financials spanning from 

2018 to 2022. Financial reporting and auditing practices can evolve over time, 

influenced by both internal organizational changes and external regulatory adjustments. 

The chosen timeframe, while offering a recent perspective, might not capture long-term 

trends or the potential impacts of very recent industry developments. 

The study considered certain components of risk-based auditing and control variables 

like firm size and financial leverage. However, other potentially influential variables, 

such as organizational culture, technological adoption in auditing, or external economic 

factors, were not incorporated. These unexamined variables could offer additional 

insights into the intricacies of financial reporting quality. 

5.6 Suggestions for Further Research 

Given that this study focused primarily on Kenya, further research could expand the 

geographical scope to include oil marketing firms in other East African countries or 

even on a continental scale. Such a broader perspective would offer insights into 
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regional similarities and differences, allowing for a richer understanding of risk-based 

auditing practices and their impacts on financial reporting quality in diverse settings. 

The current research primarily considered components of risk-based auditing, firm size, 

and financial leverage as determinants of financial reporting quality. Future studies 

could introduce additional variables such as technological integration in audit 

processes, organizational culture, or even macroeconomic indicators. Assessing the 

influence of these variables might provide a more comprehensive picture of the factors 

affecting financial reporting quality in the sector. 

While the present study relied heavily on quantitative methods, incorporating 

qualitative research methods, like in-depth interviews or focus group discussions with 

auditors, financial analysts, and other stakeholders, could provide richer, contextual 

insights. Such an approach could uncover the nuances, challenges, and motivations 

behind certain auditing practices, offering a more holistic understanding of the audit 

process and its relationship with financial reporting. 

Instead tof ta tcross-sectional tapproach, tfuture tresearch tcould tadopt ta tlongitudinal tdesign, 

tracking the same set of oil marketing firms over an extended period. This would allow 

researchers to observe the evolution of auditing practices and their impact on financial 

reporting quality over time. Such a design could capture the effects of industry shifts, 

regulatory changes, or significant global events on auditing and reporting practices, 

offering a dynamic perspective on the topic. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I: Oil Marketing Firms in Kenya 

  Licence Number Company Name 

1 EPRA/PET/3736 ACER PETROLEUM LIMITED 

2 EPRA/PET/5688 AFRO PETROLEUM LTD 

3 EPRA/PET/4723 AFTAH PETROLEUM(K)LTD 

4 EPRA/PET/2459 AINUSHAMSI ENERGY LIMITED 

5 EPRA/PET/3973 ALBA PETROLEUM LIMITED 

6 EPRA/PET/9599 ALFIRDOWS GENERAL TRADING CO LIMITED 

7 EPRA/PET/8900 ALKANES ENERGY LIMITED 

8 EPRA/PET/7074 AMM ENGINEERING WORKS LIMITED 

9 EPRA/PET/9814 ANTIC ENERGIES LIMITED 

10 EPRA/PET/5130 ARECH PETROLEUM LIMITED 

11 EPRA/PET/4241 ASHARAMI SYNERGY LIMITED 

12 EPRA/PET/2621 ASTROL PETROLEUM COMPANY LIMITED 

13 EPRA/PET/8584 AWDEER INVESTMENTS LTD 

14 EPRA/PET/4819 AXON ENERGY LTD 

15 EPRA/PET/9217 AZIFAT ENERGIES LIMITED 

16 EPRA/PET/4208 BACHULAL POPATLAL (KENYA) LIMITED 

17 EPRA/PET/3840 BE ENERGY LIMITED 

18 EPRA/PET/3838 BLUE SKY ENERGY LIMITED 

19 EPRA/PET/9751 BONGANI ENERGY KENYA LIMITED 

20 EPRA/PET/4458 BUSHRA ENERGY 

21 EPRA/PET/6823 CITY OIL (K) LIMITED 

22 EPRA/PET/9348 CLOVER ENERGY LIMITED 

23 EPRA/PET/8710 CONNECT TWO FOUR SEVEN ENERGY LTD 

24 EPRA/PET/4657 COSTALINA ENERGY LIMITED 

25 EPRA/PET/7711 DAHABLE ENERGY LIMITED 

26 EPRA/PET/5418 DALBIT PETROLEUM LIMITED 

27 EPRA/PET/7678 DAWSON SERVICES (K) LIMITED 

28 EPRA/PET/4385 E3 ENERGY KENYA LIMITED 
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29 EPRA/PET/4967 EAST AFRICAN GASOIL LIMITED 

30 EPRA/PET/9518 EGOL ENTERPRISES LIMITED 

31 EPRA/PET/4034 ELIORA ENERGY LIMITED 

32 EPRA/PET/9534 EQWIPETROL LIMITED 

33 EPRA/PET/8046 EROSTECH HOLDINGS LTD 

34 EPRA/PET/7743 ESTEEM ENERGY LIMITED 

35 EPRA/PET/9384 EUROPET LIMITED 

36 EPRA/PET/4609 EVON INTERNATIONAL ENERGY LIMITED 

37 EPRA/PET/8881 FAHAAB ENERGY (K) LTD 

38 EPRA/PET/3868 FASTNETT ENERGY LIMITED 

39 EPRA/PET/9161 FIJI ENERGY LIMITED 

40 EPRA/PET/3931 FINEJET LIMITED 

41 EPRA/PET/3972 FOSSIL SUPPLIES LIMITED 

42 EPRA/PET/3917 GALANA OIL KENYA LIMITED 

43 EPRA/PET/3122 GAPCO KENYA LIMITED 

44 EPRA/PET/5709 GASLINE PETROLEUM LIMITED 

45 EPRA/PET/8604 GASTON PETROLEUM LIMITED 

46 EPRA/PET/5348 GP GLOBAL KENYA LIMITED 

47 EPRA/PET/6569 GULF ENERGY HOLDINGS LIMITED 

48 EPRA/PET/5167 GULF ENERGY LIMITED 

49 EPRA/PET/4253 HARED ENERGY LIMITED 

50 EPRA/PET/3956 HASS PETROLEUM KENYA LIMITED 

51 EPRA/PET/3828 HELLER PETROLEUM LIMITED 

52 EPRA/PET/7705 HSON ENGERY LTD 

53 EPRA/PET/4075 ILADE OIL CO. LIMITED 

54 EPRA/PET/6973 INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM GROUP KENYA LIMITED 

55 EPRA/PET/5900 JAGUAR PETROLEUM LIMITED 

56 EPRA/PET/4832 JOJES OIL DEALERS LIMITED 

57 EPRA/PET/9553 KEMHAS LIMITED 

58 EPRA/PET/5068 KENCOR PETROLEUM LIMITED 

59 EPRA/PET/7841 KENPETRO ENERGY LIMITED 

60 EPRA/PET/3846 KIPEDA HOLDINGS LIMITED 
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61 EPRA/PET/4639 KOSMOIL PETROLEUM (EA) LIMITED 

62 EPRA/PET/5640 LAKE OIL LIMITED 

63 EPRA/PET/7126 LEADWAY PETROLEUM LIMITED 

64 EPRA/PET/3739 LEXO ENERGY KENYA LIMITED 

65 EPRA/PET/4552 LUQMAN PETROLEUM LIMITED 

66 EPRA/PET/7207 MARVISS PETROLEUM LIMITED 

67 EPRA/PET/4155 MOIL KENYA LIMITED 

68 EPRA/PET/7483 MOK PETRO ENERGY LIMITED 

69 EPRA/PET/8544 MUNTAZ OIL LIMITED 

70 EPRA/PET/4084 NATIONAL OIL CORPORATION OF KENYA 

71 EPRA/PET/4115 NET GAS AND ENERGY LIMITED 

72 EPRA/PET/7747 NEXUS PETROLEUM LIMITED 

73 EPRA/PET/7504 NOMAD PETROCHEM LTD 

74 EPRA/PET/2952 OCEAN ENERGY LIMITED 

75 EPRA/PET/3648 OIL ENERGY KENYA LIMITED 

76 EPRA/PET/2636 OILCOM (K) LIMITED 

77 EPRA/PET/6310 OILGEN PETROLEUM LIMITED 

78 EPRA/PET/7692 OILHUB LIMITED 

79 EPRA/PET/3253 OLA ENERGY KENYA LIMITED 

80 EPRA/PET/3228 OLYMPIC PETROLEUM LIMITED 

81 EPRA/PET/4136 ONE PETROLEUM LIMITED 

82 EPRA/PET/4107 ORYX ENERGIES KENYA LIMITED 

83 EPRA/PET/9395 OYLA EAST AFRICA ENERGY 

84 EPRA/PET/3249 PACIFIC PETROLEUM LIMITED 

85 EPRA/PET/9833 PEAKOIL LIMITED 

86 EPRA/PET/9193 PESL KENYA LTD 

87 EPRA/PET/3955 PETRO OIL KENYA LIMITED 

88 EPRA/PET/4744 PETROCAM KENYA LTD 

89 EPRA/PET/7704 QUALITY PETROLEUM LIMITED 

90 EPRA/PET/9059 RAAD ENERGY LIMITED 

91 EPRA/PET/4703 RAMJI HARIBHAI DEVANI LIMITED 

92 EPRA/PET/4615 RANWAY TRADERS LIMITED 
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93 EPRA/PET/4895 REGNOL OIL (K) LIMITED 

94 EPRA/PET/4280 RIVA PETROLEUM DEALERS LIMITED 

95 EPRA/PET/4040 ROYAL ENERGY K LTD 

96 EPRA/PET/2425 RUBIS ENERGY KENYA PLC 

97 EPRA/PET/6181 SAHARA ENERGY LIMITED 

98 EPRA/PET/8474 SAKINA GAS COMPANY LTD 

99 EPRA/PET/9390 SCOLARY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LIMITED 

100 EPRA/PET/9480 SCYLAR LIMITED 

101 EPRA/PET/9847 SEGUTON ENERGY 

102 EPRA/PET/8187 SEME OILS & GAS LTD 

103 EPRA/PET/9418 SHORELINE PETROLEUM LIMITED 

104 EPRA/PET/4072 SOCIETE PETROLIERE KENYA LIMITED 

105 EPRA/PET/3902 STABEX INTERNATIONAL LTD 

106 EPRA/PET/9768 STATURE INTERNATIONAL LTD 

107 EPRA/PET/8430 TALOS ENERGY LTD 

108 EPRA/PET/5499 TEXAS ENERGY LTD 

109 EPRA/PET/3746 TIBA OIL COMPANY LIMITED 

110 EPRA/PET/01426 TOPAZ PETROLEUM LIMITED 

111 EPRA/PET/5039 TORCH ENERGY LTD 

112 EPRA/PET/4188 TOSHA PETROLEUM (KENYA) LIMITED 

113 EPRA/PET/3983 TOTALENERGIES MARKETING KENYA PLC 

114 EPRA/PET/4579 TOWBA PETROLEUM COMPANY LIMITED 

115 EPRA/PET/1925 TRINITY ENERGY (K) LIMITED 

116 EPRA/PET/9084 TRIPLUS PETROLEUM LTD 

117 EPRA/PET/5082 TRISTAR TRANSPORT LIMITED 

118 EPRA/PET/7495 TROJAN SIX OIL 2019 LIMITED 

119 EPRA/PET/8546 TUPESH ENERGY LIMITED 

120 EPRA/PET/8091 UNAIDISA SERVICES LTD 

121 EPRA/PET/4206 VIVO ENERGY KENYA LIMITED 

122 EPRA/PET/9268 WALD ENERGY LIMITED 

123 EPRA/PET/7308 WELLS OIL LIMITED 

124 EPRA/PET/8622 WNINE ENERGY LIMITED 
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125 EPRA/PET/4161 ZACOSIA TRADING LIMITED 

 

Source:                                                                                                                         EPRA Dated 11-04-2023 
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Appendix II: Questionnaire  

Dear respondent, 

This tquestionnaire thas tbeen tdesigned tto tcollect tinformation ton tthe teffect tof trisk tbased 

tauditing ton tfinancial treporting tquality tof toil tmarketing tfirms tin tKenya. tKindly tread tthe 

tquestions tthoroughly tand trespond tas ttruthfully tas tpossible. tThe tinformation tcollected 

twill tbe tused tonly tfor tscholarly tstudy tpurposes tand twill tbe theld tin tstrict tconfidentiality. 

Instructions 

1. tTick tappropriately t 

2. tPlease tfeel tfree tto tadd tsome tadditional tappropriate tinformation tto tthe tstudy. 

 

SECTION tA: tBACKGROUND tINFORMATION 

1. Kindly tindicate tyour tgender t t t t 

a)  t t t tMale  t t t t t t t t t t  ( t t t t) 

b) Female t t t  t t t ( t t t t) 

 

2. Please tindicate tyour tage 

(a) Below t30 tyears t t t t t t t t t t t t   t( t t t t t) 

(b) tBetween t31-40 tyears t t t   t( t t t t t) 

 t t t t t(c) t tBetween t41-50 tyears t t t   t( t t t t t) t t t t t t 

(d) tAbove t50 tyears t t t t t t t t t t   t( t t t t t) t t t t t t 

3.  tHow tlong tyou thave tworked tat tthe torganization. 

a) Less tthan t2 tyears t t t   t t( t t t t t t) t t 

b) Between t3-5 tyears   t t( t t t t t t) 

c) t tBetween t6-10 tyears t t   t( t t t t t t) t 

(d) tMore tthan t10 tyears t t   t t( t t t t t). 
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4.  tPlease tindicate tthe thighest tlevel tof teducation 

(a) Diploma   ( t t t t t) 

(b) Undergraduate tDegree ( t t t t t t) 

(c) Postgraduate tDegree  ( t t t t t t) 

(d)  tPhD    t t t t t t t t t t t t( t t t t t) t 

SECTION tB: tRISK tIDENTIFICATION 

Please ttick tthe tlevel twith twhich tyou tagree tor tdisagree twith tthe tfollowing tstatements tin 

tthe taccompanying ttable tbelow; t 

Scale: t(Strongly tagree=5, tagree=4, tNeutral=3, tDisagree=2, tstrongly tDisagree=1) 

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 

The organization has a systematic process in place to identify 

potential risks 

     

Relevant stakeholders are involved in the risk identification process      

The risk identification process considers both internal and external 

factors. 

     

The organization uses reliable data and information sources to 

identify risks. 

     

The risk identification process is regularly updated to capture 

emerging risks. 

     

The organization effectively communicates identified risks to key 

stakeholders. 

     

 

SECTION C: RISK ASSESSMENT AND PRIORITIZATION 
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Please ttick tthe tlevel twith twhich tyou tagree tor tdisagree twith tthe tfollowing tstatements tin 

tthe taccompanying ttable tbelow; 

Scale: t(Strongly tagree=5, tagree=4, tNeutral=3, tDisagree=2, tstrongly tDisagree=1) 

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 

The organization employs appropriate methods to assess the 

potential impact of identified risks. 

     

The organization assigns a level of significance or priority to each 

identified risk. 

     

The risk assessment process considers both the likelihood and 

potential consequences of risks. 

     

The organization regularly reviews and updates risk assessments 

based on changing circumstances. 

     

The organization effectively communicates risk assessments to 

relevant decision-makers. 

     

The risk assessment process helps the organization allocate 

resources efficiently to address high-priority risks. 

     

 

SECTION D: RISK MITIGATION AND CONTROL ACTIVITIES 

Please tindicate tyour tdegree tof tagreement tor tdisagreement twith tthe tfollowing tassertions 

tusing tthe toptions tin tthe taccompanying ttable. t 

Scale: t(Strongly tagree=5, tagree=4, tNeutral=3, tDisagree=2, tstrongly tDisagree=1) 

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 
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The organization has established adequate controls and procedures 

to mitigate identified risks. 

     

The control activities implemented by the organization are 

appropriate and effective in addressing risks. 

     

The organization regularly monitors and evaluates the effectiveness 

of risk mitigation measures. 

     

The organization promptly takes corrective actions when control 

weaknesses or gaps are identified. 

     

The organization promotes a culture of risk awareness and 

accountability among employees. 

     

The organization provides sufficient resources and support for 

implementing risk mitigation measures. 

     

 

SECTION E: AUDIT PLANNING AND EXECUTION 

Please tindicate tyour tdegree tof tagreement tor tdisagreement twith tthe tfollowing tassertions 

tusing tthe toptions tin tthe taccompanying ttable. t 

Scale: t(Strongly tagree=5, tagree=4, tNeutral=3, tDisagree=2, tstrongly tDisagree=1) 

Statement 5 4 3 2 1 

The organization's audit plan is aligned with the identified risks and 

priorities. 

     

The audit plan considers the significance and potential impact of 

risks on financial reporting. 
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The audit procedures are designed to address key risks identified 

during the risk assessment process. 

     

The organization effectively communicates the audit plan and 

objectives to the audit team. 

     

The audit team possesses the necessary skills and knowledge to 

execute the audit plan effectively. 

     

The organization provides adequate resources and support for the 

successful execution of audits 

     

Thank you very much 
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Appendix III: Secondary Data  

Firm Firm size Financial leverage Financial reporting quality 

1 7.34 0.46 0.81 

2 7.26 0.48 0.75 

3 7.25 0.48 0.69 

4 7.27 0.47 0.94 

5 7.27 0.47 0.81 

6 6.55 0.62 0.75 

7 6.53 0.62 0.69 

8 6.52 0.49 0.88 

9 6.49 0.49 0.88 

10 6.47 0.47 0.94 

11 5.40 0.31 0.94 

12 5.76 0.33 0.69 

13 5.89 0.33 0.81 

14 6.04 0.33 0.75 

15 6.18 0.33 0.69 

16 7.03 0.48 0.81 

17 7.00 0.48 0.69 

18 6.98 0.50 0.94 

19 6.92 0.50 0.69 

20 6.94 0.63 0.75 

21 6.30 0.49 0.69 

22 6.33 0.49 0.75 

23 6.35 0.49 0.88 

24 6.35 0.96 0.88 

25 6.37 0.96 0.88 

26 7.94 0.97 0.75 

27 7.85 0.97 0.94 

28 7.82 0.97 0.81 

29 7.79 0.97 0.88 

30 7.83 0.40 0.75 

31 7.20 0.27 0.69 

32 7.38 0.33 0.69 

33 7.43 0.29 0.75 

34 7.31 0.30 0.88 

35 6.36 0.28 0.81 

36 6.27 0.64 0.94 

37 6.23 0.67 0.69 

38 6.18 0.66 0.88 

39 7.34 0.46 0.81 

40 7.26 0.48 0.75 
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Firm Firm size Financial leverage Financial reporting quality 

41 7.25 0.48 0.69 

42 7.27 0.47 0.94 

43 7.27 0.47 0.81 

44 6.55 0.62 0.75 

45 6.53 0.62 0.69 

46 6.52 0.49 0.88 

47 6.49 0.49 0.88 

48 6.47 0.47 0.94 

49 5.40 0.31 0.94 

50 5.76 0.33 0.69 

51 5.89 0.33 0.81 

52 6.04 0.33 0.75 

53 6.18 0.33 0.69 

54 7.03 0.48 0.81 

55 7.00 0.48 0.69 

56 6.98 0.50 0.94 

57 6.92 0.50 0.69 

58 6.94 0.63 0.75 

59 6.30 0.49 0.69 

60 6.33 0.49 0.75 

61 6.35 0.49 0.88 

62 6.35 0.96 0.88 

63 6.37 0.96 0.88 

64 7.94 0.97 0.75 

65 7.85 0.97 0.94 

66 7.82 0.97 0.81 

67 7.79 0.97 0.88 

68 7.83 0.40 0.75 

69 7.20 0.27 0.69 

70 7.38 0.33 0.69 

71 7.43 0.29 0.75 

72 7.31 0.30 0.88 

73 6.36 0.28 0.81 

74 6.27 0.64 0.94 

75 6.23 0.67 0.69 

76 6.18 0.66 0.88 

77 7.34 0.46 0.81 

78 7.26 0.48 0.75 

79 7.25 0.48 0.69 

80 7.27 0.47 0.94 

81 7.27 0.47 0.81 

82 6.55 0.62 0.75 
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Firm Firm size Financial leverage Financial reporting quality 

83 6.53 0.62 0.69 

84 6.52 0.49 0.88 

85 6.49 0.49 0.88 

86 6.47 0.47 0.94 

87 5.40 0.31 0.94 

88 5.76 0.33 0.69 

89 5.89 0.33 0.81 

90 6.04 0.33 0.75 

91 6.18 0.33 0.69 

92 7.03 0.48 0.81 

93 7.00 0.48 0.69 

94 6.98 0.50 0.94 

95 6.92 0.50 0.69 

96 6.94 0.63 0.75 
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Appendix IV: IFRS/ IAS Disclosure Checklist  

Name tof tcompany t……………… tYear t………………….. 

For teach tof tthe tIFRS/IAS tanalysed tin tthis tchecklist, tindicate ta tscore tof t1 tif tyes tand t0 tif 

totherwise 

1. General tinformation: tThe tfinancial tstatements tincludes tgeneral tinformation 

tabout tthe tcompany, tsuch tas tits tname, tregistered toffice, tand tprincipal tactivities. 

2. Basis tof taccounting: tThe tfinancial tstatements tdiscloses tthe taccounting tpolicies 

tused tin tpreparing tthe tfinancial tstatements, tincluding tthe tbasis tof taccounting 

t(e.g., thistorical tcost, tfair tvalue). 

3. Going tconcern: tThe tfinancial tstatements tinclude tdisclosures tabout tthe 

tcompany's tability tto tcontinue tas ta tgoing tconcern. 

4. Revenue trecognition: tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tthe tcompany's trevenue 

trecognition tpolicies. 

5. Segment treporting: tIf tthe tcompany toperates tin tmultiple tsegments, tthe tfinancial 

tstatements tinclude tdisclosures tabout tthe tcompany's tsegment treporting. 

6. Property, tplant, tand tequipment t(IAS t16): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose 

tinformation tabout tthe tcompany's tproperty, tplant, tand tequipment, tincluding tits 

tpolicies tfor trecognition, tmeasurement, tdepreciation tand timpairment. 

7. Intangible tassets t(IAS t38): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tinformation tabout 

tthe tcompany's tintangible tassets, tincluding tits tpolicies tfor trecognition, 

tmeasurement, tamortization tand timpairment. 
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8. Financial tinstruments t(IFRS t9): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tinformation 

tabout tthe tcompany's tfinancial tinstruments, tincluding tits tpolicies tfor trecognition, 

tmeasurement, tand tdisclosure. 

9. Related tparty ttransactions t(IAS t24): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tany 

trelated tparty ttransactions tand tthe tnature tof tthe trelationship twith tthose tparties. 

10. Leases t(IFRS t16): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tinformation tabout tthe 

tcompany's tlease tagreements, tincluding tits tpolicies tfor trecognition, 

tmeasurement, tand tdisclosure. 

11. Provisions tand tcontingencies t(IAS t37): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose 

tinformation tabout tthe tcompany's tprovisions tand tcontingencies, tincluding tits 

tpolicies tfor trecognition, tmeasurement, tand tdisclosure. 

12. Employee tbenefits t(IAS t19): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tinformation tabout 

tthe tcompany's temployee tbenefits, tincluding tits tpolicies tfor trecognition, 

tmeasurement, tand tdisclosure. 

13. Income ttaxes t(IAS t12): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tinformation tabout tthe 

tcompany's tincome ttax tpolicies tand tits tincome ttax texpense. 

14. Earnings tper tshare t(IAS t33): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tinformation tabout 

tthe tcompany's tearnings tper tshare tcalculations. 

15. Events tafter tthe treporting tperiod t(IAS t10): tThe tfinancial tstatements tdisclose tany 

tsignificant tevents tthat toccurred tafter tthe treporting tperiod.” 
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16. Regulatory tdeferral taccount tbalances t(IFRS t14) tspecify tthe tfinancial treporting 

trequirements tthat tarise twhen tan tentity tprovides tgood tor tservices tto tcustomers tat 

ta tprice tor trate tthat tis tsubject tto trate tregulation. 


